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the current revolution inin russia

seweryn bialer

it is a difficult task to speak about the recent events that have
swept through central and eastern europe and russia even those
of us who do not know the details can feel that this is a cycle of
revolution of truly historic proportions in todays age of informa-
tion our senses are assaulted by pictures of the revolution our
brains are overloaded by images and facts that test our ability to
comprehend what is happening we are always now lagging
behind the events

the revolutionary cycle occurred with astounding swiftness
and an immense scope encompassing so many countries with such
enormous changes its impact is especially strong because for
decades the landscape of those countries was frozen most surpris-
ing of course is the relative peacefulness so far of this revolu-
tionary cycle

the revolution is occurring in russia and eastern europe but
its repercussions are worldwide and not only in international
relations but also in what is happening in other countries that we
would never have thought were connected with events in russia and
eastern europe I1 am convinced that what is happenhappeninginginin south
africa for example the move toward an attempt at reconcili-
ation is to a large extent influenced by the general spirit of what
is happening in eastern europe and russia I1 was recently in the
arabian gulf states and I1 was surprised to leamlearn from some people
in saudi arabia that they are very much worried that america and
the western european countries will no longer tolerate some oftheir
domestic practices now that the russian danger is declining and a
spirit of democratic revolution is sweeping through the communist
countries the structure of the international situation has been
changed in a radical way this change will influence all spheres of
our lives in ways we cannot even predict yet we still live with an
inertia and our imagination is not strong enough to consider things

seweryn bialer is belfer professor of socialofsocial sciences and international relations at columbia university
this essay was first presented as a brigham young university forum address on 27 february 1990
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that may seem unthinkable therefore we dont know what the
structure will be ten years from now but we know what it probably
will not be the key thing of course is that the danger of a
cataclysmic war has receded and the possibility of a peaceful
solution to world problems has increased there are enormous
dangers still but the vicious cycle we have experienced for so many
decades has been broken and a positive cycle has set in I1 think it
is a cycle to which we have enormously contributed with our
steadfast opposition to communism

the revolution in eastern europe is important but I1 will
concentrate only on the soviet union because what has happened
there is the key to what has happened in eastern europe and what
is happening now in the soviet union is the key to the future of the
whole region the key to the future of the international system I1
intend to discuss two subjects in particular but first I1 want to
explore what really happened in russia and why and especially
why it took the form it took my first point is that the process of
change in russia which started as a guided reform has passed
irreversibly into a process of revolution and that this revolution is
accelerating rather than slowing down my second point has to do
with the direction in which the revolution is moving I1 think it is
possible to make some plausible scenarios predicting middle range
developments and I1 think the odds are in favor of the development
of some democratic processes in the soviet union at the same
time however I1 believe that both the soviet union and the united
states face an immediate and immense danger the danger of a crisis
in the next year or maybe sooner that will change the situation and
lead to developments that are truly unpredictable

what happened in russia and how is different from what we
thought would happen or could happen we always said and I1
think this was not only an expression of faith but also an intellectual
analysis that the soviet system was doomed to pass at some
point in history we saw major signs of crisis in the 1970s and
80s and I1 wrote about them but I1 foresaw two kinds ofpossible

developments that were neither so swift so comprehensive nor so
peaceful as what has occurred one possible development I1
thought was the development ofrussia in the same direction as that
in hungary after the revolution of 1956 toward what can be called
liberal communism an improvement in communism making

it more tolerant and tolerable and perhaps in time leading slowly
toward a more democratic system the other possible development
seemed to be a revolution an explosion a civil war it now appears
that the first line of development failed to happen because the desire
for liberal communism passed almost immediately to a revolurevola
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tionary process and the explosion didnt come though it may
still come but what we have seen so far is a revolutionary process
without a civil war

I1 think that what happened and how it happened can be
explained by a number of factors but the basic framework may be
provided by saying that what started as a reform for liberal commu-
nism is now proceeding as a revolution against communism A
guided reform is a gradual segmental change in which the basic
power configuration is modified but preserved this type of reform
is what happened in hungary under kadar and what started to
happen in poland in 1988 A revolution on the other hand is not
simply to be equated with a coup detat with storming the
bastille or the winterpalacewinter palace or whatever the more importantpartimportant part
of a revolution is the swift process of radical change that is not
directed from above though it may be combined with policy from
above and from the existing elite but involves a change in elites
and most importantly a spontaneous mass movement sometimes
organized sometimes not

what very often happens in history is that the revolution
comes after an unsuccessful reform indeed the revolution grows
out of unintended consequences of the reforms the reformers have
some intended consequences but in many cases there is an added
value something unintended that turns out to be destructive of the
reform itself in such a situation the reformers have two options
first they can become counterrevolutionariescounterrevolutionaries this is the option the
chinese leaders chose in tiananmenTiananmen square we must remember
that reformreforrn began in china before it did in russia and much of what
gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev sought to achieve through perestroikapere stroika was being done
in china in the late 1970s second the reformers have the option
of becoming revolutionaries of trying either to stay ahead of the
revolution or to push the reform into a revolution I1 believe this is
the option gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev is now taking and I1 hope he will continue on
this course

1I must say parenthetically that what I1 am saying about china
and russia cannot be applied in the same way to eastern europe
the regimes in eastern europe were hollow kept in place by the
power of the soviet union which could preclude radical changes
for the eastern european revolution the crucial factor was very
simple it was gorbachevsgorbachevaGorbachevs decision to permit the disintegration of
communism in eastern europe and the end of the soviet empire
this was a conscious decision made because he saw the alternative
as even worse the end of reform in russia and the restarting of
the cold war for this decision alone gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev will go down in
history as a great man
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there are various theoretical frameworks that might be ap-
plied to help us understand the recent events in russia one
framework I1 like was developed by a group ofprofessors at yale and
is reflected in gabriel almonds book crisis choice and change
almond demonstrates by analyzing historical precedents that such
changes occur because of a deep crisis in the society in the system
without such a crisis such things do not occur revolutions are not
made because people want a 20 percent raise in their wages they
are made for some very fundamental reason the crisis that brings
on a revolution is a crisis of faith an existential crisis not merely a
crisis of some institutions then comes the question of choice the
response of those who have power to influence the crisis through
successive choices they may institute reforms or impose repressive
measures the response of the masses to these measures in its turn
influences the crisis and thereby produces other choices I1 like this
framework because it is not deterministic while at the same time it
recognizes what are called the blind forces of history it provides a
very important place for human actions decisions and leadership
while not exaggerating the range of options available to leaders

what then was the crisis that made the current revolution
possible we have had a picture of a soviet union with enormous
military strength a superpower and suddenly we see a soviet
union prostrated was it really as strong as it looked before Is it
really as weak as it looks now I1 think it is neither but its strength
and stability were based on very shallow foundations in the 1970s
especially the soviet union became internally torn by a deep
multidimensional crisis in economic terinsterms it was not simply as
gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev said initially when he came to power in 1985 a decline
in growth it was a crisis not only of the economic system but of the
economy itself it was a crisis of ecology of exhaustion of re-
sources of unbelievable waste for example the soviet union
produces two or three times as many combine harvesters as the
united states does yet there is an agricultural crisis because of a
lack of machinery it produces almost twice as much steel as the
united states yet it has less than 40 percent of the US gross
national product forty percent of the agricultural production is
wasted between the field and the market two thirds of the veg-
etables produced never reach the consumers

the crisis was exacerbated by the incredibly low quality of
manufactured goods the sovietunionsovietSovie uniontUnion produces three or fourtimesfour times
as many shoes as the united states but the soviet shoes last for
perhaps only six to eight weeks and they are not stylish so you
dont want to wear them but think of the waste of raw material and
labor numerous other examples could be cited but essentially we
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are looking at a country where wages and salaries make up only 32
percent of the gross national product compared to 68 to 75 percent
in the united states and other western countries we are looking at
a country where capital investment makes up the highest share of
the GNP of any major country in the world but this investment
merely eats up resources without producing them

this situation was not only an economic crisis it was also a
social crisis let me give you some examples of how deep it was
today one woman in five of childbearing age in the soviet union
has an abortion every year one in five statistically some have
more some have less the divorce rate of young couples in some
large cities is 80 percent within three years the countryside has
been devastated ifyou look at a satellite map of russia you can see
that hundreds of thousands of square miles especially in the north
have been denuded thirty five percent of the villages in the north
of russia that is north of moscow have been abandoned
thirty five percent more than 40 percent of the work force on the
collective farms are women over the age of forty there is also a
health crisis for example almost half of the hospitals do not have
running water

I1 could go on and on when gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev came to power 20
percent of the state budget of the soviet union was being spent on
alcohol twenty percent on alcohol this was a moral crisis of
emptiness of life of lying even of inventing words to define
different types of lying vranyovranko is public lying A mother will teach
her child you have to say this thing and you know its not true
but you have to say it this lying is vranyo it is for the outside
what you say in school but you must not lie to your mother that
would be lozhloah private lying these terms indicate a split person-
ality public and private in private everything is not pennispermissiblesiblesibie
stealing lying cheating private people shouldnt do these things
but the public morality eats up the private morality the private
standards were destroyed by the public standards

the crisis was an ideological crisis it was also a politicalapolitical crisis
of corruption of inequality of stagnation in leadership can you
imagine that in 1985 when gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev came to power there was one
minister in the soviet union government who had held his post
sincesince 1938

this crisis was cumulative the system had to bear a greater
and greater weight ofofdisintegrativedisintegrative processes but the problems had
existed for so long that people were hardly aware of them they
were felt but not consciously perceived the elite knew something
was wrong but didnt realize how deep the crisis was conditions
were ripe for change but a catalyst was needed this catalyst came
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with the succession not that gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev fully understood the crisis
at the beginning he said if we dont do something we will have
a crisis and he was saying it in the midst of the deepest crisis in
soviet history without knowing that he was in the midst of such a
crisis he didnt know then he knows now nevertheless the
succession was the catalyst in a centralized system when you have
a succession of leaders especially after a leader who has been in
office for seventeen years and for the last six or seven was simply
nonactivenon active merely a figurehead when you have an elite with a
security of office unprecedented in soviet history then a change in
leadership that overlaps a generational change with younger people
coming to power provides a catalyst for reform

gorbachevgorbachevsGorbachgorbachovGorbachevevsperestroikasperestroikaperesperestroika was such a reform gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev has
responded to charges that it was merely improvising by insisting
that he had a plan for reform when he came to power he is
absolutely right he had a plan at the beginning and he has a plan
every year but these plans differ widely from one another the plan
he has today is not the plan hehad four or five years ago in fact they
are diametrically opposed in some respects in the process ofediting
a volume of gorbachevsgorbachevaGorbachevs speeches I1 have read through about four
thousand pages of his writings As I1 arranged the material chro-
nologicallynologically and by themes I1 was astounded by the extent to which
his viewsviews have changed and 1I think they were sincerely held
views not camouflaged his perception of the crisis has changed
now he knows that there is a deep systemic crisis but I1 think he
understood this only in 1988 or 1989

his prescription for dealing with the crisis has also changed
when he began his ideas were far less radical than those ofofakadarofaa kadar
rakowski or gomulka the liberal communists of eastern europe
he basically wanted a rejuvenation a revitalization that would have
two elements greater discipline and a speeding up of technological
growth his goal of greater discipline included a fight against
alcoholism without eliminating the source of this alcoholism
which of course is impossible and his ideas about technological
growth were tinged by what one very good soviet economist calls
technological romanticism gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev is impressed by the tech-

nology of japan and america but he doesnt see that their success
depends not on what the computers are doing but on what the
people are doing and what the system is doing in other words the
technological explosion of the west cannot simply be borrowed
conditions have to be created for it to occur

this technological romanticism led gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev to do the worst
possible thing which deepened the crisis in the soviet union he
diverted investment away from consumer goods from agriculture
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from development of raw materials and put it into the machine
building industry with the goal still being proclaimed by him as
recently as the beginning of 1988 that by the year 199519959090 percent
of the soviet machine buildingbuildinr industry should produce machines
including computers equal to the worldworld standard in their class it
required an incredible imagination or lack of imagination to
make such a statement so gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev put the money into the
machine building industry and these investments take enor-
mous time in the soviet union but even then they are a waste of
money because the industry will waste material money and labor
to produce machines that are completely outdated the moment they
are produced

these disastrous measures only deepened the crisis instead of
improving it then when gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev saw how the system prevents
technological innovation he came to the conclusion that there had
to be political change this change started formally on 9 january
1987 with the plan of glasnostglasnost and this was his most important
step not changes in the political structure but glasnostglas nost permitting
people to start saying and writing what they think this was the most
revolutionary change he introduced this change as a man who
really believes in the superiority of socialism but thinks that
socialism was cannibalized by stalin and his successors he ex-
pected that with glasnostglasnost the people would come to find the real
faith and the real socialism this step was fatal for the reform
because the people didnt want simply to improve the system they
wanted to change it radically

and then of course things started to unravel spontaneity
entered unintended consequences and things could not be
kept within the framework of gradual change gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev had
envisioned and the economic and social crisis deepened it is
sometimes said that leaders initiate reforms too little and too late in
this case gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev did too much too late too much in the sense
that wanting to preserve a leninist system was too much glasnostGlasnost
and the leninist system if one is serious about glasnostglasnost
cannot coexist and the reform came too late because the crisis was
too far advanced I1 believe that if gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev and his associates his
generation had not instituted some reforms by the mid 1 990s1990s there
would be an explosion and a collapse in the soviet union in other
words if the government had continued without mass terror but in
the modified totalitarian way of gorbachevsgorbachevaGorbach evs predecessors the
economy and social system would have reached such a crisis that
they would have been transformed through an explosion not in the
gradual way they are being transformed now
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where is the system now I1 think it has moved into a revolu-
tionary process gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev has lost control over its dynamics
perestroikaPere stroika the guided reform is no longer the core activity in the
soviet union the crucial events now occur spontaneously or are
organized outside the power structure against the power structure
against the limits of perestroikaperestroika gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev responds as a clever
politician a great tactician sometimes saying 1I am your leader
therefore I1 will follow you but he is responding to developments
not directing them politically the situation is out of control with
participation moving completely outside the official structure or
destroying from inside the official structure that preserves the party
ideologically the attack today is not against stalinism as it was in
19198585 8866 andandevenandereneven 87 it is not even against leninism it is against
marxism the best analysis I1 have read of marxism and its contri-
bution to soviet ills was published only a few months ago in the
soviet union it is better than any analysis I1 have read in the last few
years in the west and it was published in hundreds of thousands of
copies and read and discussed throughout the soviet union

you have a social situation out of control where the conflict
ofnationalities is rampant where class conflict isrampantis rampant in an old
fashioned way there is no economic reform anymore to speak
today or in the last year of economic reform in russia is absolutely
wrong there is no reform there are decrees about reformrefonn there are
laws against reform there are instructions about reform and discus
sions about reform but there is no reform there is nothing it is
impossible to make a reform in a situation of total economic chaos
there are not even preconditions for reform being created the
whole guided process of 87 and 88 has really been some say
reversed I1 would say stopped

gorbachevsgorbachevaGorbachevs chief preoccupation in the last year has been not
how to improve things but how not to make things worse he
doesnt see a chance of improving the economic situation or the
social situation he is struggling to keep them from sliding deeper
and he is right they can slide deeper they can be worse

gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev has changed in a dramatic way has become
radicalizedradicalized by the end of 1988 he crossed what I1 would call the
leninist parameter selectively at least he has ceased to be a
leninist we are speaking here about changes that are really
fundamental we are discussing articles of faith not of faith as
something simply written but something that was internalized by
the individual from the beginning this man was brought up in the
leninist spirit he was nurtured by the party apparatus which today
considers him not merely a mistake but a traitor and the danger is
that he will be assassinated by them only a year ago he called the
idea of a multi party system in russia rubbish he had apparently
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never questioned in his own mind the idea that the communist party
should rule

then there is the national question the desire of many
nationalities in the soviet union for independence two and a half
years ago gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev went on television I1 was in russia at the time
and I1 remember the speech it was after some disturbances inin
kazakhstan and he began the speech by saying comrades here
have to understand we all know it the national question in the
soviet union has been solved once and for all I1 am convinced that
he deeply believed this was the case even today gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev
doesnt fully understand the national question because he was
brought up in the idea that the real social emotions are expressed in
class warfare and marxian rationalism not in thetheemotionemotion of ethnic
dissatisfaction or nationalism but he recognizes now that the desire
for independence is not simply emotion and that it will not pass
when he went to lithuania in december to try to convince the
lithuanian party and people not to proceed with their plans for
secession he didnt say you have no right to secession he said
it will harm perestroikaperestroika we will all go under if you do it it is not

practical now we have to create a constitutional mechanism which
means three to four years time but he knows lithuania will be
independent in other words from a question of faith it became a
question of practicality from a normative problem an instrumental
problem and this shift is happening in many areas though not in
the economy gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev still does not understand that private
property doesnt mean exploitation and that exploitation by
state property is a hundred times worse than exploitation by com-
peting private property he doesnt understand these concepts yet
but I1 hope he will come to such a realization there are many people
around him who do understand

the most important change in gorbachevsgorbachevaGorbachevs ideas over the last
three years is in his view of the balance of political institutions in
russia at the 19th party congress in 1988 he still had the idea of
an even balance between the party and the citizenship the elected
legislatures but now the balance has shifted radically in the other
direction and I1 think gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev is now betting on citizenship the
legislature and his presidency I1 think he now understands that the
party cannot be reformed A leninist party cannot be reformed it
has to be transformed when the party was created lenin called it
the party of a new type to distinguish it from the parliamentary
parties in the west the party of the new type now has to be
transformed into a party of the old type it cannot be reformed and
what is happening now will lead to the destruction of the party I1 do
not know how quickly but probably quicker than we think since we
are not used to the swiftness of these processes
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it is a revolutionary situation and the question for gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev
is whether he can keep up with the revolutionary process and
whether the disintegration of the old order will at least be followed
at some speed by the creation of a new order some ofmy colleagues
in california have written a major article about the creation of a
civil society in the soviet union I1 see elements of such a society

being created but this is not the key process at the present time in
the soviet union the key process is the disintegration of the old
society without the creation of new institutions and the question is
how the gap will be bridged and here the role of gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev is
crucial because new institutions are not simply created by a spon-
taneous mass movement there has to be some kind of form that
comes from the elite from the leaders how quickly the disinte-
gration will be accompanied by the creation of new institutions is
the most important question in russia

I1 wanted to discuss the outcomes but ofcourse I1 have no time
I1 dont believe in planned systems planned economy and unfortu-
nately by default I1 dont believe in planned lectures and I1 always
run out of time I1 can say only a few words about possible outcomes

this is not the first time in russian history that democratic
reforms have been attempted the bolshevik revolution in 1917
was not against a czarist autocratic government it was against the
first democratic government in russia the czar was overthrown in
february 1917 without the participation of the bolsheviks the
bolsheviks took power in october november 1917 the revolution
of 1917 came after a long period of reform begun by stolypinStolypin
bytovbutov and others after the revolution of 1905 this reform was
moving in the direction of a constitutional monarchy and major
social reforms the first constituent assembly the assembly that
was to develop a democratic constitution for russia was meeting
in st petersburg when the bolshevik revolution interrupted it the
bolsheviks didnt want this assembly to take place it was trotsky
who went with his bolshevik colleagues and dissolved it destroyed
it there was a great leader of the social democrats the moderate
socialists named martov who was very popular among the work-
ers martov said to one worker who was with trotsky you will
remember when you are old what you did how you destroyed the
future generations your children and your grandchildren by what
you are doing now you are destroying it for a century

and that was the truth will events transpire again the same
way will what is going on now have another october a return to
tyranny there are those who say a democratic revolution is
possible in russia and those who are doubtful who believe that
because the past was of a certain nature the future must be also of
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course both are right with such a past the russian future is very
dim but that doesnt mean the future has to be a repetition of the
past I1 believe there is a good chance for democratic processes to
develop in russia those who are so pessimistic about eastern
europe and russia think too much in terms of ideal types whether
there will be stable democracies in eastern europe and russia I1 do
not know only those who believe that political science is real
science and I1 hope you dont believe that can think that one can
really predict what will happen in such terms maybe there will
never be stable democracies there after all there are many
countries on the verge of totalitarian regimes

but it is not so much the product but the process that is
important whether these countries will move in a democratic
direction and for how long every year that they move in this
direction the chances will be better every year the process will
take further root and I1 think the chances are good that the process
can continue the probability of the restoration of the totalitarian
system seems to me very low A military coup d etatbetat is still possible
but not likely because the military is disintegrating too it is no
longer the professional military that it was given another year I1
will be certain that a coup cannot happen

the best hope in my view is that democratic institutions may
develop out of the conflict between democratic and authoritarian
elements the conflict will sometimes be very sharp but on the
whole it will move the democratic processes forward the key
phrase here is democratic institutions democracy cannot occur in
a mass movement a mass society there have to be institutions
trade unions are a key institution democratic trade unions as are
the legislatures political parties and professional associations

A second less desirable but quite plausible scenario would be
a populist development the current mood in russia is a populist
mood not a democratic mood what is the difference between a
democratic institution and a populist development populism is a
quest forjusticeforjustice populism is a quest forjusticeforjustice that wants to achieve
it through a redistribution of goods it is a quest for equality
populism looks for quick solutions and is impatient with democratic
procedures it can also be very nationalistic populism lacks insti-
tutionstutions in populism you have a direct relationship between a leader
or a group of leaders and the masses as in peronsferons argentina
you do not have the institutions that make a leader responsible to
the people and enable the people to act upon the leader

A populist development in russia would be much worse than
a democratic development but it would not mean a return to
totalitarianism if there is an economic catastrophe and I1 want to
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tell you thatsuchthattha suchtsuch a catastrophe is now on the horizon it could
unleash the populist sentiments currently widespread in russia we
dont have much time in half a year nine months a year at most
there may be a total collapse of the soviet economy today the
deficit is 120 billion rubles the sum of money in the hands of the
population doesnt have a cover in goods it is double the sum of
goods that exist in the market that is to say for each rubles worth
of goods in the store you have two rubles in the hands of the
population this means that not only is there inflation but there are
also no goods only a few days ago I1 saw a calculation in a soviet
newspaper that thirty seven million people a day are standing in
lines in the big cities that is equal to the number of people who are
working in industry but the thirty seven million people dont
work they are standing in lines the soviet union is on the verge
of a collapse of the type that occurred in the weimar republic after
the first world war or that occurred after the second world
war but much worse in germany and western europe before
american aid if such a collapse occurs a likely development is a
conservative managerial regime where people will vote for the
certainties of the low level of the pastratherpapast ratherstrather than for hopes for the
future there are very few hopes for the future if the economic crisis
continues and then not from the party butfrombuttrombut from managers and a
guided administrative system there may be some pluralism but
pluralism without a multipartymultiparitymultiparty system

let me emphasize again that what is happening now is a
revolution the middle range outcomes are likely to be drawn from
among those I1 have outlined but this is more than a political or
economic revolution especially among the soviet youth there is a
fight for human dignity for the meaning of life where people are
looking for the meaning of life they look to personal redemption
not through an organized church primarily but through their own
thinking through their friends and sometimes through political
action this is the deepest and most profound kind ofrevolution that
can occur in a society and this is why I1 say that this revolution
cannot be reversed I1 dont know what will come of it but I1 dont
think it can be reversed

for us in the west the danger with which we have lived for so
many decades has declined and there is the danger that isolationism
will therefore grow we have no right to turn our backs on what is
happening in eastern europe and russia ifwe do not participate in
the process that is now changing russia we will be betraying our
ideals we will be betraying our interests and in the long run we will
be betraying our security and our future
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william R swinyard and thomas J delong

karl G maeser the first president of brigham young univer-
sity once said 1I have been asked what I1 mean by word of honor
I1 will tell you place me behind prison walls walls of stone ever
so high ever so thick reaching ever so far into the ground there
is a possibility that in some way or another I1 may be able to escape
but stand me on the floor and draw a chalk line around me and have
me give my word of honor never to cross it can I1 get out of that
circle no never id die firstifirstfirstafirst11

president maesersmaeyersMaesers chalklinechalk line story is a well known tradition
at brigham young university and its message about keeping ones
word of honor is inspiring but we might speculate about how the
rest of us would respond to variations of maesersmaeyersMaesers hypothetical
situation suppose we could take a step outside our chalk line and
save a child from being crushed by an oncoming truck would we
do so if we leave the circle we will have broken our word have
we also been unethical

A vast range of circumstances underlie our moral decisions
should we always tell the truth or not what if people intend to do
evil with the information we know it is wrong to steal but is it
ethical to steal to save anothersothersan life what if the theft victim would
not be truly damaged or irreparably damaged in short do our
decisions depend on who we believe will be helped and hurt or on
an unequivocal application of a moral law

studies investigating these situational contingencies typl
cally first present subjects with a moral dilemma for example in
a lifeboat there is one more person than can be supported by the
remaining food then ask what they would do for example should
they toss one person overboard or not and finally elicit through
questions the subjects moral reasoning the focus of these studies

william R swinyard is a professor of business management at brigham young university and holder of
the fred G meyer chair in retailing thomas J delong is a professor of education at brigham young
university the authors express thanks to peng sim cheng of the national university of singapore
currently on leave at UCLA for her help in data collection and to BYU professors dennis packard and

margaret wheatley for their comments on an earlier version of this paper
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is on moral reasoning not on the influence of the consequences or
on the justification of the behavior

moral decisions are influenced by complex motivations
including the circumstances and the outcomes perceived for the
moral choice these perceptions are particularly influenced by our
culture during a year spent in singapore one of the authors noticed
that the chinese people base moral choices on cultural values that
are quite different from those in the west yet the variable of
culture has been neglected in studies of moral reasoning for these
reasons in this study we compared the moral decision making of
students from brigham young university with that of students
from the national university of singapore

an investigation of multidimensional moral issues would
ordinarily strain and complicate a research methodology how-
ever for our study we use tradeofftrade off analysis which provides a
relaxed fit in this research environment tradeofftrade off analysis unique
for a study of this type is a powerful method of analysis gaining
wide use in commercial business research it is most often used to
measure the relative importance of one product attribute such as
quality or durability compared with another such as price most
often such attributes are interrelated higher quality will usually
be accompanied by a higher price in a conventional research
approach subjects would simply be asked to indicate the impor-
tance of each attribute nothing would stop them from saying that
both quality and price are important for example who would not
be attracted to a car that gives terrific gas mileage high perform-
ance styling exceptional quality room for the whole family and
the maneuverability of a sports car all at a low price

tradeofftrade off analysis restricts such outcomes it requires that
people ask themselves are some attributes so important to me that
I1 should sacrifice others to get them it takes into consideration
context and situational contingencies it also fits comfortably with
the requirements of a circumstantial study of moral decision
making for example suppose little sally having broken her
smaller brothers toy is confronted by her mother about the toy
she has some choices among them she can tell the truth and
possibly get a spanking or blame her brother and maybe escape
punishment what should she do this situation suggests the
tradeofftrade off shown in table 1

if we asked sally to indicate which of these combinations
would be her most and least preferred choices she almost certainly
would select the cells numbered 1 and 4 that is she would most
prefer to tell the truth and also escape punishment and least prefer
to lie and blame her brother while also getting punished
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TABLE 1 sallys tradeofftrade off table

OUTCOME

DECISION escape punishment get punished

tell the truth 1

blame brother 4

but once those two choices have been taken she has some
interesting intermediate choices what about them would she
prefer to tell the truth and be punished or to escape punishment
and lie by telling us the order of her preferences for these two

intermediate combinations sally would also be telling us some-
thing about her view of the importance of telling the truth compared
to the importance of escaping punishment that is if she preferred
telling the truth and getting punished over blaming her brother and
escaping punishment we would know she values telling the truth
over escaping punishment she also would be telling us something
about the value she places on obedience to rules or laws since she
has likely been taught to tell the truth compared with the value
placed on the outcome of punishment

this is a simple situation we could make it more complicated
by expanding the range of her decision alternatives she could
replace the toy she could humbly apologize she could make it up
to her brother etc or we could expand the range or change the
outcomes her mother could hug and congratulate her for telling the
truth ignore her scold her deny privileges or spank her

in a tradeofftrade off analysis sallys preferences would be proc-
essed by an algorithm that calculates values or utilities for both her
decision variables telling the truth or blaming her brother and her
outcome variables getting punished or escaping it these utilities
would be expressed by a number for example ifher decision value
were3werewereb 3.3 and her outcome value6valuevalued 6.6 we would know that the outcome
was twice as important to her as her moral decision was

As we indicated in making her tradeofftrade off decisions sally
would be telling us something about her value for obedience to
rules compared with her value for outcomes will sally show
herself to be a utilitarian or a deontologist or a little of both
these are questions of moral philosophy how one determines
what is right
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the utilitarian view holds that a behavior is right if the general
good that results is greater than the good that could result from any
other behavior utilitarianism pays no attention to rules of behavbehag
lor it is anchored in the outcomes of the decision thus the right
decision has outcomes that maximize the general good by con-
trast the deontological view is that a behavior is right if it has met
certain rules standards principles or credos generally regardless
of outcome this view is based on kants categorical imperative
that every moral decision should be based on a rule or reason which
everyone can and should act on the right decision reflects obedi-
ence to strict rules 2

decisions such as the one sally faced are routine in our moral
life we are regularly bombarded with competing information
values teachings and goals among the most fundamental of
sources for such values is our culture the judeofudeo christian ethic
that predominates in the united states appears to emphasize
compliance to moral principles of right and wrong its principal
religions provide a structure that is relatively unequivocal and
noncircumstantialcircumstantialnon in suggesting what is appropriate in moral
choices it has a deontological or rule orientation to moral
conduct thus in deciding what is right and what is wrong we
expect that americans would turn to explicit precepts and let those
precepts provide the guide for behavior

the singaporeanSingaporean culture is different the predominant
buddhist hindu and moslem religions of singapore appear to
emphasize the greater good the utilitarian value of societal
wellbeingwell being singaporeansSingaporeans of chinese descent by far the largest
cultural group in the country embrace the cultural values of china
the concept of the family and society is deeply rooted with the
people culturally bound to give precedence in their decisions to
family and societal preservation thus in deciding what is right and
what is wrong we expect that singaporeansSingaporeans would look first at the
probable consequences of the moral decisions particularly the
consequences on family and society and let those consequences
guide the decision

in an effort to test this expectation about cultural influences
on moral decision making we collected data using a pilot study
based on a parallel samples design of 568 students 415 students
at brigham young university BYU and 153 students at the nat-
ional university of singapore NUS 31 an extensively pretested
version of our questionnaire was given in classroom settings to
students across both campuses fifteen undergraduate classes
chosen by judgment sampling methods were selected from general
education courses on each campus 4 what we have then is not a
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sample of americans and singaporeansSingaporeans but an arguable represen-
tation of undergraduate students at BYU and NUS

we presented the students with two scenarios the first deals
with a family business the second with a real estate sale these
two scenarios were chosen after extensive pretesting of many
alternative scenarios because the two appeared to best represent the
moral issues we were interested in using these scenarios we
collected measures of two fundamental concepts the first what
we call moral acceptability is evaluated with four measures of the
acceptability of each moral choice scenario these measures are
collected on a seven point scale that goes from acceptable to
unacceptable seven acceptable the measures helped us under-
stand the perceptions of the BYU and NUS students when they are
making moral decisions in a vacuum with no thought about the
consequence or outcome of the decisions

the second measure was of the tradeofftrade off preferences them-
selves these tradeoffstrade offs were presented in a two way table much
like the one we discussed in the example of sally

instead ofjustofjust describing our tradeofftrade off scenarios however let
us reproduce them in full the first is the family business note
that the columns in the tradeofftrade off table represent rule oriented inforanfor
mation while the rows represent outcome oriented information

THE FAMILY BUSINESS

suppose your father has been very successful in founding develop-
ing and nurturing a family owned business into a prosperous enter
prise A short time ago when his health began to fail he passed the
management of the business over to you although it continues to be
owned by the entire family

when you took over the family business it was extremely profitable
currently the business is doing badly you feel a great deal of
pressure to make the company successful again to do so you
immediately need a very large amount of temporary cash you are
absolutely confident that you would repay or return the money in
only a month or two

sourcesforsources for the money

suppose you could get the money from one of the sources listed
below for each source please check the space which best reflects
your personal view of how acceptable or unacceptable you feel that
source is there are no right or wrong answers here only your
honest opinion is important you could get the money
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&

f
A from a legitimate loan from your bank

Bbbyabbyby quietly without the familysfamilys knowl-
edge selling some assets of the family
owned business

QC through a personal loan from a friend
even though you know your friend really
cant afford to part with the money right now

Ddbyby temporarily using money that a friend
has given you to invest in the stock market for
them

outcomesforoutcomes jorfor your decision

suppose that if you get the needed money the following four
possibilities exist for you the loan and the success it would
bring would

1 be used to help thousands of other people in your community

2 be used to help hundreds of other people in your community

3 be used to help a few other people in your community

4 not affect your ability to help other people in your community

now please consider both the four sources for the needed money A
B C and D and the four personal outcomes 1 2 3 and 4 and
indicate the order of your preference for each combination by
numbering each box from 1 to 16

if you got the money from

outcome loan selling loan using
for you from family from friends

bank assets friend money

help 1000s of
people in your
community

help loosioos of
people in your
community

help a few
people in your
community

not affect your
ability to help
people
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beside the community circumstances shown above the stu-
dents were asked to complete tradeofftrade off tables having two other sets
of circumstances one related to family wellbeingwell being and one to
pepersonalrsonalrhonal wealth andfameandany fame

the second scenario is the real estate sale once again
note that the columns in the table represent rule oriented informa-
tion and the rows represent outcome oriented information

THE REAL ESTATE SALE

suppose you work for a small real estate company your assignment
has been to show and sell units in a new apartment and condominium
flats development next to the development is a large tract of

government owned vacant land the use for the land was decided
during a private government meeting that was held last night earlier
today you learned of the outcome of that meeting

you are now showing the development to people representing a

company that is ready to buy six of the condominium apartments
which will be a very large sale for you you are walking back to your
car to take them to your office where they will sign the final sales
contracts when you are asked what the vacant land will be used for
you know that they might not buy the condominiums if they believe
that use of the vacant land will reduce their value

although you actually do know what the land will be used for you
know they would be satisfied and would buy the condominiums if
you said it will be used for a city park other answers you might
give them could cause you to lose the entire sale

possible government decisions

some possible government decisions for the land are listed below
for each decision please check the space that best reflects your
personal view of how acceptable or unacceptable it would be for you
to tell your clients it will be used for a city park there are no right
or wrong answers here only your honest opinion is important the
government could have decided

000
cc

c

A to convert the land to a beautiful city park
13 to leave the land vacant for an indefinite
number of years

QC to use the land to build a detention or
correctional center for youthful lawbreakers

D to convert the land into a much needed
city garbage dump a refuse landfill
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outcomesoroutcomesforOutcomesOutcomesorfornoryor you

suppose that if you make the sale and get the money it will provide
the following four possibilities exist for you the money yoyouu make
from the sale would

1 be used to help thousands of other people in your community

2 be used to help hundreds of other people in your community

3 be used to help a few other people in your community

4 not affect your ability to help other people in your community

now please consider both the four sources for the needed money A
B C and D and the four personal outcomes 1 2 3 and 4 and
indicate the order of your preference for each combination by
numbering each box from I11 to 16

you say it will be used for a park but the
actual decision is to

outcome convert leave build a convert
for you land to a land detention land to a

park vacant center dump

help 1000s of
people in your
community

help loosioos of
people in your
community

help a few
people in your
community

not affect your
ability to help
people

As with the first scenario students again completed tradeofftrade off
tables which include circumstances related to family wellbeingwell being
and to personal wealth and fame

As mentioned each scenario included four measures ofmoral
acceptability the questions rated acceptable or unacceptable
we found no differences whatever between the ratings of the BYU
and NUS students on these measures of moral acceptability for
either scenario As shown in figure 1 the two groups are equivalent
on these measures this equivalence suggests that the tradeofftrade off
results we are about to see are not a result of one group being more
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moral than the other at the same time across all three sets of
circumstances BYU students consistently had higher value for the
decisions while NUS students favored the outcomes 5

what do these results mean consider for example the com-
munity outcomes data for the family business scenario the aver-
age responses for each of the two groups were as shown in table 2
in each cell the BYU data is represented by the top number and the

NUS data by the bottom

TABLE 2 average responses for community outcomes

if you got the money from

outcome loan selling loan using
for you from family from friends

bank assets friend money

help 1000s of 1 5 6 13 BYU
ppeopleeople in yyourour
community 1 2 4 8 NUS

help loosioos of 2 7 8 14 BYU
peopdeoppeople1e iinn your
community 3 5 7 11 NUS

help a few 3 9 10 15 BYU
peopdeoppeople1 e iinn your
community 6 9 10 13 NUS

not affect your 4 11 12 16 BYU
abilitabiliaabilityy to helheihelpheipp
people 12 14 15 16 NUS

we see that the BYU group tended to favor the columns in
completing the tradeofftrade off tables since the columns represent rules
the decisions made by the BYU students were apparently most
influenced by those students internal rules of what was right thus
the first four BYU preferences follow straight down the first
column indicating that these students were more concerned about
the legitimacy of the loan than they were about the impact on
people in other words they showed preference for their decisions
over the outcomes

the NUS students were different they tended to favor the
rows since the rows represent outcomes we see that the NUS
students decisions were most influenced by who would be helped
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FIGURE 1
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or hurt by the decision thus three of their first four preferences are
in the first row indicating that they were more concerned about
helping people than they were about the legitimacy of the loan in
other words the NUS students showed preference for the outcomes
over the decisions

the calculated utilities from our tradeofftrade off analysis quantita-
tive representations of these row versus column preferences
confirm this interpretation the results are shown in figure 2 the
community outcomes utilities were as shown in table 3

TABLE 3 community outcomes utilities

OUTCOMES

STUDENTS family business real estate sale

BYU students 0.8820882 0.6810681

NUS students 1.2711271 1.1521152

differences between the two groups were even greater for the
family outcomes and the personal outcomes the higher numbers
for NUS students show that they have a priority interest in the
circumstances underlying their decisions this finding again
shows that in making a moral decision students at NUS are more
influenced by the consequences of their actions than the BYU
group are

correspondingly the utilities for source of the money in the
first scenario and use of the land in the second scenario are also
different for the two groups see table 4 below

TABLE 4 utilities for source of money and land use

DECISIONS

STUDENTS money source land use

BYU students 1.3321332 1.3171317

NUS students 0.9400940 1.0201020
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FIGURE 2
MEASURES OF MORAL acceptability
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the higher numbers here for BYU students show that they
had a priority interest in the actual decision they were forced to
make that is in making a moral decision students at BYU are less
influenced by the consequences of their action than the NUS group

when one of the authors was sharing these results with a BYU
class recently the class members were especially intrigued to find
that while the BYU students in our study were following moral
rules the NUS students were not after a lively discussion a class
member voiced what may have been on the minds of many he said
those singapore students arent very ethical are they to this

question another student replied what would they think of us
here we have members of two cultural groups who when not

considering outcomes appear equivalent in their view of what is
morally acceptable yet when outcomes are added their decisions
are very different these differences do not seem to be due to
differences in application of moral principles for each group
appears true to its own moral principles the differences are in the
principles themselves

the BYU students seem to be making moral decisions based
on fundamental value rules of right and wrong they seem to be
saying it is right to tell the truth it is wrong to lie therefore the
moral thing to do is tell the truth and not lie for example their
responses in the family business scenario indicated they thought
that it is right to get a legitimate loan and wrong to get the money
some other way they appear to see little relativity in their moral
choices what is moral in one situation is also moral in another
thus in thisstudythis study at least the BYU group appears quite rule
oriented in its moral decisions

by contrast the NUS students seem to be basing moral
decisions less on rules and more on the consequences of their moral
behavior they seem to be saying while it is generally right to tell
the truth and wrong to lie sometimes the greater good is served
by not telling the truth rather than by telling it in those cases the
more moral thing to do may be to lie for example their responses
to the real estate sale scenario suggest their thinking was I1 want to
serve the greatest good if to do this I1 must use unauthorized funds
then I1 will do so thus the NUS group seems to be following a
utilitarian ethic

this NUS view is an unusual moral principle to those of us in
the western world and can be difficult for us to grasp for us the
connection between obedience and morality is tightly woven
maybe more tightly in utah than elsewhere and maybe still more at
BYU perhaps we do not alwaysalwaysfollowalwaysozcwfollow our moral guides parental
training interpretations of commandments and scriptures church
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literature time honored precepts etc but we may argue at least
we know where to find them we probably feel guilty if we do not
follow them and we might wonder can individuals truly be moral
when they are not complying with universal moral laws

but is it possible that we sometimesasometimesfailsometimesometimessaaallfailaali to act in ethical ways
because we become paralyzed by the lightnessrightness or wrongness of our
decisions rather than respond to the situation or to the consequences
ofour behavior we cannot answer that question of course Bbutut our
study implies that the NUS people are obedient to the moral
principle of serving the greater good and insofar as that is their
moral principle they have indeed behaved morally even some
times by not telling the truth and possibly they might ask can
westerners truly be moral when they essentially ignore the conse
quencesquencas of their behavior

look at for example the current wall street takeover phe-
nomenonno most of these takeovers are probably quite legal and
even in the best interests of stockholders but understandably the
wall street firms seem not to take into consideration the impact of
their behavior on the general good they explain their behavior by
focusing on what is legally right or wrong a rule oriented justifi-
cation amid legal takeovers beset with workers families compa-
nies and entire communities thrown into economic chaos through
plant closings we read the comment of the surviving CEOs who
say 1I did nothing wrong from a rule oriented perspective they
are probably behaving quite morally from a consequence oriented
perspective they are not moral at all

in practice we suspect that many people who claim to act
deontologically become more utilitarian in difficult moral dilem-
mas when faced with complex moral decisions which have no
clear black and white resolution and therefore no right choice
clearly guided by a corresponding rule or law these people
probably look to the expected outcomes before deciding what to do
for example even a normally obedient person might reason my
husband will probably be deeply hurt if I1 tell him what my best
friend said about him so I1 will not tell him the complete truth if he
asks or even to pay my familysfamilys medical bills I1 desperately need
the three hundred dollars that this necessary software program
costs so I1 will pirate the software until I1 have the money for it

unfortunately while people in a rule oriented culture may
behave as utilitarians they will likely feel immoral and guilty in
doing so because it is for the greater good I1 should withhold the
truth but that makes me not only dishonest but also un-
trustworthy can I1 live with myself we suspect that this reaction
is a particularly strong tendency in our latter day saint culture yet
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while the lord gave us rules to be followed the scriptures reveal
that serving the greater good often takes precedence serving the
greater good rather than obeying rules may indeed be quite a moral
way to live this morality is of course what utilitarians strive to
follow utilitarians look at moral dilemmas as problem solving
situations realizing that their decision to serve the greater good is
the moral one

stepping back from these data and subsequent results we see
more clearly how hard it can be for an observer to appropriately
evaluate the morality of another person this difficulty is even
more evident when different values and cultures are involved
while each of us may operate consistently using a set of moral
principles those principles are not universally shared other prin-
ciples guide other people or cultures and we should wonder about
the appropriateness of judging those principles as wrong just
because they are different

this study emphasizes that other cultures with their attendant
values and behavioral principles can differ dramatically from our
rule oriented notion of ethics and ethical behavior one persons
moral decisions may be very different than anothers but both
decisions can be moral finally the study suggests that we have
much to leamlearn from those individuals or cultures that maintain
moral principles very different from our own

NOTES

quoted inin emerson west vital quotations salt lake city bookcraft 1968 167

this isis a simple some may say simplemindedsimple minded viewview of these two moral philosophies
volumes have been written on them discussing their subtleties and variants we wish merely to point out
that two fundamentally different moral frameworks exist one a rule orientation the other an outcome
orientation

the national university of singapore was used rather than beijing university or some other
because a colleague there was available to help inin the data collection

general education courses were used because they contain students of virtually all intended
major fields of study we wished to avoid having samples of only business or engineering etc students
and this approach minimized that possibility

5tradestraderade off analysis provides no tests of statistical significance or difference but we found the
tradeofftrade off solutions to be stable to have low badness offitof fit no more than 6.56565gs6 5 out of360 comparisons were
inconsistent with 93 percent of the comparisons correct all inin all our results produced a very good trade-
off solution



unto tarshish

but jonah rose up to flee unto tarshish from the
presence of the lord and went down to joppa and he
found a ship going to tarshish so he paid the fare
thereof and went down into it to go with them unto
tarshish from the presence of the lord

jonah 13

here weeds wrap about my head
acid razes my flesh smooth
I1 am out of sight
far from the presence
yet I1 cannot tell the origins of this strife
Is it I1 that chiefly torments myself

11II

deep in some visceral place
where dwells the knowledge of my doom
I1 realize I1 shy from light and warmth
As do the creeping things of life
that dwell under stones and rotting logs
encapsulated in this tight cell
I1 have become ambivalent to all light and sound

illIII111liiili

in observation of lying vanities
I1 am afraid to cry aloud
three days and three nights
under mountains with the bars of earth around
have me questioning the mercy in a belch
when nineveh has much cattle

laura hamblin



building the kingdom of god
mormon architecture before 1847

W ray luce

the first seventeen years of mormonism from its organi-
zation in 1830 until the entrance of the monmormonmonnonnon pioneers into the
salt lake valley in 1847 have not received the attention they
deserve in studies of mormon architecture and planning the
period produced few church buildings and the two major eccle-
siasticalsiastical buildings constructed during the period the kirtland and
nauvoo temples were functionally very different from later
mormon buildings even the plan for the city ofofzionzion in missouri
contained elements foreign to the mormon village plan used in the
colonization of the great basin

in reality this was a period of tremendous development in
mormonmonnon architecture as church leaders struggled to find how to
build the physical kingdom of god the answers they found
incorporated both their former building traditions and current
church doctrines the period produced a number of buildings that
mirrored evolving church organization and doctrine a model that
became pervasive for nineteenth century mormon building and a
theory of architecture which while not entirely articulated has
influenced the design ofmormon buildings to the present mormon
architectural theory and practice changed dramatically during
these early years and by 1847 had produced the elements that
served as the foundation for later mormon architecture

mormon architecture of the early period reflected several
latter day saint beliefs first the concept of the gathering much
mormon architecture was based on the idea of a central gathering
place or places buildings were therefore planned at first to accomaccod
modateiodate the entire church when numbers increased in a locality to
a point where division was necessary buildings were planned for
priesthood quorumsquorums not wards or congregations wards after

W ray luce is chief of the historic preservation division ohio historical society
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they were first organized in nauvoo were primarily temporal units
focused on the care of the poor

mormon building and planning during the period also illus-
trates the fusion of secular and spiritual community planning was
directed toward spiritual goals the mormon village was de
signed to balance the social and spiritual advantages of a commucomma
nityanity of believers against the evils of large urban areas similarly
spiritual and secular functions took place in the same buildings and
church meetings were held in a variety of locations many of which
were from outward appearances secular

mormon architecture in kirtland and nauvoo was a blend of
secular and religious structures church meetings were held in
private homes or at outdoor meeting sites some of which like the
stand in nauvoo were highly developed equipped with benches
and an elevated stand or pulpit as well as in public halls 2 there
were however three types of buildings constructed during the
period primarily for worship services together these structures
show the emergence of an interesting church building pattern

the first category of church buildings was designed for
general church meetings and included the kirtland and nauvoo
temples the rapid growth of the church made such structures too
small even before they were completed the kirtland temple for
example could not hold the members who assembled for its
dedication 3 the nauvoo temple was almost three times larger but
was also too small before it was completed 4 joseph smith was later
quoted as saying that we may build as many houses as we would
and we should never get one big enough to hold the saints 5

church leaders did make one last attempt to build a large general
building in 1845 when a canvas tabernacle 250 by 125 feet was
approved this structure had not been completed however when
the decision was made to leave nauvoo the four thousand yards
of canvas purchased for the tabernacle were not wasted but joined
the trek west as tents and wagon covers 6

the second category of church buildings small chapels for
outlying areas came about by necessity and is not discussed as
often in contemporary accounts these chapels were patterned
after small church buildings mormonscormons had known before they
joined the LDS church and served as a pattern for chapels built in
the west into the late nineteenth century such early chapels were
built or planned for new portage ohio pikesvillePikesville and norway
illinois pueblo colorado built by members of the sick detach
ment of the monmormonmonnonnon battalion and perhaps in several other towns
as well some such as the chapel in pueblo were built without
general church direction while others including those in new
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portage and norway seem to have been closely supervised by the
general church leadership 7

providing sheltered meeting places in populous communities
such as kirtland and nauvoo was more difficult and despite such
ambitious projects as the canvas tabernacle it was apparent that
constructing larger and larger buildings could not provide the
needed facilities as effectively as could a number of smaller
structures an examination of buildings constructed and planned
during the period clearly illustrates that the saints were beginning
to be divided into smaller units for spiritual direction including
worship services however the system was based not upon geo-
graphical wards but upon priesthood quorumsquorums sunday worship in
nauvoo for example consisted of a general meeting at the open
air stand near the temple weather permitting I81 additional meetings
were held in a number of indoor locations ranging from the
masonic hall and concert hall to private homes 9

that pattern was changed with the construction of the seven
ties hall the first example of the third category of church build-
ings the seventies one ofthe major priesthood groups or quorumsquorums
began to hold sunday worship services in addition to presidency
meetings and meetings of individual quorumsquorums the meetings were
often attended by family members although it is not clear whether
the meetings were designed to include women and children or were
seen primarily as meetings for male quorum members the meet
ings were addressed by apostles as well as members of the seven-
ties presidency 10 while the seventies and high priests another
priesthood quorum were soon holding regular sunday meetings
the wards which were first organized in nauvoo do not appear to
have held any sacrament meetings in nauvoo A meeting was held
in bishop hales house addressed by lucy mack smith joseph
smiths mother but it was apparently held in the bishops home
because of the buildings size rather than because its owner was the
head of the ward or the Mmeeting was a ward event

the seventies hall is an unusual mormon building form but
one that fits easily into early mormon views ofproper ecclesiastical
functions and buildings the high priests in nauvoo voted unani-
mously to construct their own hall and were delayed only by an
impassioned request from brigham young that they finish the
temple first 12 understanding that priesthood quorums and not
wards were viewed as responsible for some sunday services helps
to explain two of the most baffling questions in mormon architec-
ture why were the interiors of the kirtland and nauvoo temples
designed with multiple pulpits at each end and why did joseph
smiths plan for the city ofofzionzion include provisions for twenty four
temples in the center of the city
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the plan of the city of zion contains what seems to be a
plethora of church structures three temples for the presidency of
the high priesthood three for the bishopthreebishop three for the high priests
three for the elders three for the presidency of the aaronic
priesthood three for the priests three for the teachers and three for
the deacons the explanationtheexplanation accompanying the plan notes that the
twenty four buildings were required to supply houses of
worship schools etc 13 see fig 11. houses of worship and
schools are certainly traditional mormon buildings but in utah
they were normally constructed by wards not priesthood quorumsquorums
the number of priesthood halls is also interesting why so many
the plan for the city of zion called for a city population between
fifteen and twenty thousand if each of these halls had a seating
capacity of five hundred together they could seat twelve thousand
which considering the number of children potential nonattendersnonattenders
and multiple use may have been about right to provide sunday
services for the city ofzion no indication is given as to who would
use the buildings or how but itisit is clear that sunday worship services
were to be held in priesthood temples 14

the design similarities between the interiors of the kirtland
and nauvoo temples andtheand the plan for the city of zion are striking
each end of the temples contained four pulpits the designations on
the pulpits correspond in general with the designations for the
temples MPC melchizedek presiding council the presi-
dency of the church PMH presiding melchizedek high priest-
hood MHP melchizedek high priesthood PEM presiding
elder melchizedek BPA bishop presiding aaronic PAP
presiding aaronic priest PTA presiding teacher aaronic

and PDA presiding deacon aaronic 1511 see fig 22. the kirtland
and nauvoo temples can therefore be viewed as sophisticated
multiple purpose structures that could provide in one building all
the functions later planned for twenty four temples the intricate
detailing on the pulpits the ingenious seating system in which the
benches could be moved to face either the melchizedek priesthood
or aaronic priesthood end of the building and the system of
curtains to divide the building and the stands are merely superflu-
ous details unless there was a real need for the priesthood quorums
to use the building in ways we do not fully understand today
including perhaps sunday worship 16

A vestige of these early priesthood halls is found in two
buildings built in salt lake city and a third building designed but
never built the seventies in utah constructed a seventies hall that
served as a museum and mission home rather than a place to hold
sunday services truman 0 angell architect of many important
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FIGURE 1 the plan for the city ofofzionzion inin which joseph smith specifies twenty
four priesthood temples for the center of the city joseph sent this plan to the
brethren inin missouri on 25 june 1833 courtesy library archives historical
department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
hereafter cited as LDS historical department
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FIGURE 2 A 1908 viewview of the melchizedek priesthood pulpits inin the kirtland
temple the pulpits are labeled MPM PCC melchizedek presiding council PMH
presiding melchizedek high priesthood MHPM H P melchizedek high priest-

hoodhoodandpemand P E M presiding eldermelchizedek note the curtain for dividing the
room courtesy LDS historicalHistoncal department
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mormon buildings including the salt lake temple designed a
large seventies hall which apparently was never built but which
judging from its size and design appears to have been designed to
allow sunday worship services 17 the third and final building in
this series of priesthood buildings is the assembly hall on temple
square constructed as a meeting hall for all priesthood quorums in
salt lake city following the priesthood reorganization of 1877 1811

perhaps the major reason for the lack of additional priesthood
structures in utah was a basic change that took place while the
church was enroute to utah a redefinition of basic responsibility
for providing sunday worship services the inherent problems of
overlapping quorum and ward responsibilities especially dur-
ing the time the two groups did not have corresponding bound-
aries increased when the mormon battalion took away much of
the priesthood leadership and most of the battalions five hundred
men left families behind faced with inadequate care for those who
remained brigham young reproved priesthood leaders in decem
ber 1846 for their lack ofaction and instituted reforms that included
posting a map of winter quarters divided into wards with a list of
the bishops and the wards over which they presided the bishops
were to see that none suffer and to have meetings in their several
wards for the men women & children once a week also to have
schools in their wards 19 it is not clear where the wards met or how
faithfully they followed the instructions but the log tabernacle at
winter quarters may well have been the first multiwardmultiward monmormonmonnonnon
chapel the change from quorum to ward responsibility for wor-
ship services was thus begun and with it a new basis for mormon
architecture based on wards

perhaps the greatest importance of pre utah monuonmormonmonnonnon archi-
tecturetecture and especially that of nauvoo was the pattern it provided
for later mormon cities in the west just as the nauvoo legion and
william pitts brass band were transferred to salt lake city with
little change so the building forms and the city plan of nauvoo
were transferred to the great basin plans to replicate the temple
were quickly made the ingenious unbuilt canvas tabernacle
planned for nauvoo quickly became the old tabernacle and a series
of woweriesboweriesboweries constructed on temple square see fig 33. the man-
sion house was recast with a beehive on the top while the masonic
hall devoid of its fraternal associations was reincarnated as the
salt lake social hall the deseret news office was an extension
of a continuous string of printing establishments in ohio missouri
and illinois other buildings housed a new tithing office church
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connected mercantile institutions schools and even the historians
office it took a little longer for the nauvoo concert hall to be
recreated as the salt lake theatre and it was not until a anewnew century
had been ushered in that plans for the hotel utah were approved
justified in part by the nauvoo house precedent 20

the nauvoo pattern influenced residences as well as public
buildings the central hall house type a common midwestemmidwestem type
that appeared farther east much earlier was used extensively in
nauvoo and became the standard house in the new great basin
colonies the house a marriage of vernacular andmoreanddoreand more formal
styling has been shown to be closely correlated with mormon
settlement in the west 21 usually two stories high with one or two
rooms on each side of a central hall such mormon houses often
had a chimney at each gable end and simple greek revival
detailing see front and back covers in some parts of the west this
house type is known as the nauvoo house the building formforin often
constructed in brick stone or adobe perhaps with a wing added
was pervasive enough in the mormon colonies to have been used

indicator define the mormon 0122112222as a major to landscape
in addition the plan of the city of zion was modified in

nauvoo and this modified version rather than the theoretical plan
developed for missouri became the basis for most mormon com
munitiesmunities in the west while the original plan for the city of zion
and nauvoosNauvoos city plan have many elements in common such as
the grid street pattern farms outside the town and a central location
for a temple or temples the plans were developed to meet different
circumstances the missouri plan was formulated while the
church was practicing the law of consecration an economic
system in which church members consecrated their material pos-
sessions for the greater good of the whole elements of the missouri
plan were designed to facilitate that system

by the time nauvoosNauvoos plan was implemented tithing had
taken the place of the law of consecration this change in the
churchschurche economic system resulted in greater flexibility in the
nauvoo plan nauvoo blocks were all the same size thus elimi-
nating the string of larger central blocks that not only provided
space for the twenty four temples but also supplied land for special
needs connected with the law of consecration such as bishops
storehouses and central barns and stables in nauvoo blocks were
smaller having four rather than twenty halfacrehalf acre lots per block
individuals in nauvoo had greater flexibility in what they could do
with their lots they could for example build barns sell part of
their land or place their house as they wished in the missouri plan
houses had to be placed in alternate rows so that no house faced
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another finally nauvoosNauvoos plan also allowed greater flexibility for
urban growth and design the city was not limited to one square mile
as was its missouri counterpart and a main street business

district was planned 2321

it would be hard to overemphasize the importance of nauvoo
as a model for later mormon architecture and town planning its
influence resulted from three conditions first nauvoo was the
only city developed under the direction of joseph smith who
planned several cities but completed only nauvoo second for
those who had lived in nauvoo the pattern remained clearly in
mind even when it deviated from joseph smiths plan deviations
occurred in part because few people remembered the details of
josephs written city plans finally an architectural achieve-
ment the completion of the nauvoo temple changed what
might have been a negative experience for church members into a
positive accomplishment by completing the nauvoo temple
mormonscormons felt that they had finished the city despite opposition
from within and without the church the church had shown that it
could continue after the death of the prophet and armed with the
success of finishing the temple and receiving their endowments
church members could begin the trek west psychologically at
least as a result of their own decision not as banished out-
casts 224 the times and seasons mirrored this view in one of its last
issues the article referred specifically to museums and libraries
but could as easily have been talking about the entire physical
kingdom of god what has been done can be done again when
they find a place of rest a library a museum and a place of
antiquities will be among the first works of wisdom 1125112125 the
physical pattern for a mormon community was set and would be
repeated across the intermountainintelmountain west

in addition to the above achievements the early period of
church development also produced theories about domestic and
ecclesiastical architecture that are basic to an understanding of later
mormon buildings the nauvoo house was a solid yet rather plain
structure akin in some ways to the house of a prosperous quaker
such houses allowed their owners to have a large substantial
residence that could accommodate a growing family and provide
visual witness to the favor of heaven while at the same time
avoiding the frivolousness and conspicuous consumption that
might suggest pride and avarice more than heavenly favor these
considerations explain in part why the nauvoo house continued to
be built for so many years all colonists reproduce the architecture
they know but such forms become traditional or vernacular build-
ing types only if they fulfill real needs for the next generation the
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nauvoo house provided a solid large house sanctioned by history
that avoided the self indulgence of the more current victorian
architecture an analysis of current monmormonmonnonnon housing would proba-
bly show the same preference for solid rather than showy houses

the pre utah period also saw the beginning of an inherent
conflict in monmormonmonnonnon building theory between architecture as art and
symbol and architecture as simple shelter that tension which has
its basis in latter day scriptures is one of the central themes of
mormon architecture the first theme of architecture as art and
symbol is based primarily on scriptural discussions of temples that
contend nothing is too good for the house of the lord indeed
doctrine and covenants 12426 27 lists gold silver precious
stones and all the precious trees of the earth when discussing the
construction of the nauvoo temple the temples in kirtland and
nauvoo were clearly planned and executed under that premise and
provided architectural symbols as well as meeting places 26

the opposite strain is also scriptural that human beings are
more important than an object such as a building and that ifchoices
between the two have to be made they must be made in favor of
individuals this strain tends to see worship as a private matter that
can bbee aided by surroundings but is not and should not be
dependent upon the setting this concept is clearly exemplified in
monmormonmonnonnon 837 where moroni speaks to a later people people who
are lifted up in the pride of their hearts for behold ye do love
money and your substance and your fine apparel and the adorning
ofyourofyour churches more than ye love the poor and the needy the sick
and the afflicted emphasis added this concept is shown in
numerous buildings constructed during the period from the school
house the saints used for worship in kirtland to the canvas
tabernacle in nauvoo 27 the kirtland school and similar structures
built during the early period seem to have been the model for the
utilitarian schoolchapelschool chapel plan brigham young circulated shortly
after arriving in utah the emphasis on utility and simplicity has
guided the construction of many if not most later mormon
chapels joseph smith sanctioned the concept when he told the
saints in new portage ohio that they should erect only a
temporary or cheap place for meeting in portage as that was not to
be established as a stake ofofzionzion at present and that course would
enable them to do more for the house in kirtland 112128

the interaction of these two opposing strains explains much
about mormon architecture to the present there have been some
exceptions to this dichotomy and some buildings especially
tabernacles have been heir to both strains tabernacles did not
serve as art and symbol in the same way the temples did and yet
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they were certainly more than simple shelter the ambivalence
about which category these buildings fitted may in fact be a major
reason why tabernacles became an extinct mormon building form

there is still much to be done in the study of pre utah
mormon architecture but enough is known to revise many earlier
misconceptions the period from 1830 to 1847 was one of the most
dynamic in mormon history because during those early years the
saints were struggling to know how building the kingdom of god
differed physically from building other communities the answers
they found often with few guidelines have had a profound influinflux

ence on later mormon architecture
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A gathering storm

he with dried apple skin
crouched in serious expression
pointed to where the henry mountains nicked the sky

bibbed faded blue in jeans
with no great intentions

hands the color of rich soil sunbaked trembled
and from the end of his fingertip I1 studied the horizon

his hip gnawed the divine gift of prophecy
or just an old mans curse
to know the future as still life as the past

but whether from god or sapless bones
he spoke his vision of toads
anchoring their smooth fat bellies to the mud
as clouds angrier than the spindle of a tornado
clutched distance across the sky
bleeding color from the land

a wind to steal your breath
as from a childs face dangled out a speeding car

and rain beating down slender stalks
their green age driven to the ground

of corn swept from fields bobbing
in the rush of muddy waste

the cries of mothers clutching children
and of homeless men with lost dreams

I1 listened a nervous disciple
tightropingtightroping the fields bloodline
while he inspected

a small town prophet
occasionally spitting out a down breeze stringer
spinning revelation as 1I young at summers edge
kept a helpless eye on the blue wash of the horizon

R blain andrus



the social origins
of the kirtland mormonscormons

mark R grandstaff and milton V backman jr

early in the spring of 1831 members of a new religious
movement entered ohioschios scenic western reserve and settled in
the town of kirtland

they came men women and children in every conceivable man-
ner some with horses oxen and vehicles rough and rude while
others had walked all or part of the distance the future city of the
saints appeared like one besieged every available house shop hut
or bambarn was filled to its utmost capacity even boxes were roughly
extemporized and used for shelter until something more permanent
could be secured

the major force that influenced this migration to geaugageaugh county
was the peoples conversion to a new religious movement and their
subsequent belief that the lord through a latter day prophet had
called them to gather in that region dacd&c 373 3832 this
conversion to a new pattern of thinking and behavior was a
fundamental difference between the latter day saint immigrants
and other americans in the decades before the civil war

scholars have advanced many different theories regarding
the background of converts to mormonism including their social
origins whitney R cross for example contended that early
converts to the latter day saint faith were steeped in the sectarian
revivalism that emanated from the burned over district a region
ofwestern new york that was habitually revivalistic after plotting
the location of latter day saint converts in western new york
cross concluded that these converts were not living on the frontier
of the state but in settled communities 2 A later historian mario de
pillis insisted that crossscroiss research on latter day saint settlement
patterns was faulty and some of his conclusions flawed de pillis
associated latter day saint social origins with the disorientation

mark grandstaff is a historian with the office of air force history in washington DC milton V
backman jr is a professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young university
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of values associated with migration to and within backwoods
america he argued that the migratory nature of these converts
prepared them for the authoritative message of mormonism 3

cross and de pillis introduced a subject that has continued to
be a focus of attention agreeing with some of de pillissgillissPilliss views
marvin S hill suggested that latter day saint converts were
transients seeking a stopping place and life style 4 in a work

comparing mormonmonnon shaker and oneida communities lawrence
foster reasoned that the far reaching changes produced by an
unprecedented economic and geographical expansion had signifi-
cant effects on individuals and thefamilythe family many displaced new
englanders he explained settled in the burned over district
where they were attracted to an extraordinary range of crusades
aimed at the perfection of mankind and the achievement of millen-
nial happiness an atmosphere of intense religious rivalry and
competing claims to truth led to great internal tensions in sensitive
individuals who desired a secure religious faith foster sees these
tensions in joseph smiths description of the religious situation
during his youth so great were the confusion and strife among the
different denominations that it was impossible for a person young
as I1 was and so unacquainted with men and things to come to any
certain conclusion who was right and who was wrong 5 foster
proposed that after joseph smith resolved his own religious ques-
tions he organized a religious community that in part responded to
the subversion of the patriarchal household and the dissolution of
kinship bonds in the changing new york environment 6

studies on revivalism and conversions indicate that tensions
and stress are major forces that stimulate changing patterns of
behavior 7 according to this theory developments that disorient
people and create unusual tensions such as disruptions due to
migrations rapid economic changes and unusual social disloca-
tions foster conversions promote social change and stimulate
new movements 8

many scholars have elaborated on changes in western new
york in the early nineteenth century that provided a climate
favorable to religious reform the completion of the erie canal
broke down corporate family structure and thereby undermined
both self sufficient farmingfanning and household manufacturing such as
the production of cloth and woolens 9 the small farmers lifestyle
was jeopardized by the specialization and commercialization of
farmingfanning products previously made and sold in the farm household
could now be made on a larger scale shipped to distant markets and
sold for less than the farmerfanner could manufacture similar products As
land became scarce and unproductive second generation sons and
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daughters ofnew yorks farmers began moving to towns and cities
to find employment and occupational stability chaotic winds of
social dislocation penetrated many sections of america including
the burned over district many traditions were being replaced by
a different way of life 10

during the second great awakening a major revival that
began in the new nation about 1800 and reached a peak during the
1830s and 1840s many individuals expressed dissatisfaction with
sectarian religions that concentrated on election and predestination
and that tended to support the intellectual and economic elite
consequently according to one theory revivals in the early nine-
teenth century increasingly became a means of assuring common
folk of their uniqueness as individuals and of a place in society
in the opinion of william mcloughlin revivalism not only solidi-
fied relationships among those who had experienced dislocations
but also served as a means to assimilate its participants into
americas changing culture 12

the problem of determining the actual cause of conversion is
compounded by many factors not the least ofwhich is the tendency
of modem scholars to explain powerful religious experiences in
terms of secular theories without reference to divine intervention
although the impact of supernatural forces is beyond the scope of
social history an understanding of the social processes in conver-
sion does not negate the possibility of divine influences those who
believe in an omnipotent god should be able to understand that he
is capable of working through social processes and environmental
influences that would appear natural to the detached social scientist
or historian 13 an additional difficulty is that historians work with
limited information and draw conclusions based on incomplete
data it is sometimes difficult to distinguish causation from conse-
quencesquen ces similar forces do not always produce similar results
motives for religious affiliation are as varied and complex as the
individuals who espouse belief nevertheless the identification of
forces leading to conversion provides an additional dimension to an
understanding of the past

some theories on the social origins of latter day saints have
been advanced without a thorough investigation of the background
of these people including migration patterns preceding conver
sions the first step in a study of their social origins is to identify
the places of birth of the kirtland saints information on 602 adults
who settled in kirtland before 1839 discloses that 50 percent were
bom in new england and another 31 percent in new york of the
non mormonscormons who migrated to kirtland before 1831 73 percent
were bom in new england and 13 percent in new york although
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relatively few records have been located that identify the places of
birth of non monmormonscormonsnons who settled in kirtland between 1831 and
1839 information that is available for 49 adults indicates that 41
percent were bomborn in new england and 51 percent in new york
data available on all non mormonscormons who settled there before 1839
reveals that 88.5885885 percent were bomborn in new york or one of the new
england states see table 11.

A second step in identifying latter day saint social origins is
to examine their migration patterns prior to their conversions and
move to kirtland two major forces motivated american pioneers
to move westward pressures that influenced them to leave their
former homes and forces that attracted them to another region the
shortage of good farm land frequent frosts and reports of better
conditions in the west caused many to leave their homes in the
northeast by 18181010 for example many children of the first major
wave of settlers of vermont were in the same position as their
fathers had been thirty years earlier they were forced to choose
between staying on a family farm subdividing it until all children
would have inadequate acreage or moving to a new region
newspapers reported that just fifty to one hundred miles distant in
new york was timbered land more fertile than the land in vermont
As land prices rose in vermont and conditions became more
crowded because of natural increase and continued immigration
migrationoutmigrationout increased 14 between 1790 and 1830 successive
waves of settlers made their way into new york this westward
movement for pre latter day saint converts and others was not a
symmetrical wave rolling along a broad front but as D M meinig
explained a highly selective uneven fragmented pattern of
advance the main body of early migrants traveled through the
mohawk valley which was accessible to overlandersoverlanderroverlanders from new
england A second gateway into new york was across the northern
edge of the adirondacks from vermont yet another influx came
from pennsylvania flowing up the susquehannahSusquehannah river and even-
tually pushing into the finger lake region I115I1

of those who immigrated to kirtland a few had moved to
new york from pennsylvania prior to becoming latter day saints
A larger number in their pre mormon days had followed the major
paths from new england to new york of those who joined the
church in new york about half emigrated from new england
before 1820 and located their homes in settled communities rather
than in the frontier regions within the next decade the other half
of these families were living near the western border of new york
As the frontier expanded the initial pre mormon move was closer
to new yorks western border consequently the postconversionpostconversion
move to kirtland was a shorter distance than the earlier moves from
new england to new york see map and table 22.
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TABLE 1 birth places of early kirtland residents

arrivals prior to 1839

non
LDS percent LDS percent

ME 16 2.72727 5 3.83838

VT 85 14.1141 4 3.13131

NH 54 9.090go90 6 4.64646

MA 94 15.6156156 36 27.5275275

CT 49 8.18181 28 21.4214214

RI 7 1.212ltit 1 0.80808

total NE 305 50.7507 80 61.1611gli
NY 188 31.2312312 36 27.5275275

total NE NY 493 81.9819819 116 88.5885885

PA 18 3.03030 2 1.51515

OH 23 3.83838 12 9.29292gt

other 68 11.3113113 1 0.80808

sources information on births of latter day saints has been obtained from LDS family group records in
the family history department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city similar
information on non mormonsmonnonsmormans is located in a collection on early residents of kirtland at the lake county
historical society kirtland hills ohio

TABLE 2 migration from new york to kirtland

years of mean median median
settlement number coordinates coordinates miles

181018241810 1824 12 9.39393 8.58585 246

182518291825 1829 19 8.48484 8.08080 239

183018341830 1834 44 5.85858 5.05050 171
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if anything could be classified as unusual it would be the
mormonscormonsMormons remarkable geographic stability before their conver-
sions mormonsmonnonsmormans who moved to kirtland were not transients
approximately 95 percent of the latter day saint immigrants to
kirtland had moved two times or less 80 percent moved one time
or less and 51 percent did not move between the birth of their first
child and their move to kirtland see table 33. using the child
ladder method of measuring the frequency of and duration between
moves determined by examining records that identify birth dates
and places of children the average number of years of stable
residence prior to moving to kirtland was 7.37373 years the median
waswasll7wasllwasilwasli11711.77 16

TABLE 3 number of moves by family within the new
england and new york areas 1798 1839

number of moves number percent

0 97 51

1 55 29

2 28 15

3 10 05

totals 190 100

thus future mormonmonnon converts were neither transients nor
frontiersmen but stable members of their communities whether in
new england or new york in contrast recent work on other
american families during the period demonstrates a difference in
migration patterns and geographic mobility for instance 80 per-
cent of those who traveled on the overland trail moved before
heading west 17 mormonsmonnonsmormans were different fifty percent did not
move prior to their migrating to kirtland this suggests that their
move to kirtland was not motivated by a desire for monetary gain
but was a response to what they believed was a divine decree

if a profile of the typical mormon convert does emerge his or
her conversion would be linked to a reaction to the unusual stresses
tearing way at the foundations of society like most americans
many pre mormonscormons were affected by the rapid socioeconomic
changes occurring in jacksonian america means and modes of
transportation blossomed communication in the form of news
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papers and books became available on an unprecedented scale
commercial trade routes spread throughout the land and began to
transform old mercantilist ways into capitalistic enterprises what
was once reserved for the elite now became available to the masses
democracy wedded to laissez faire capitalism became in time a
powerful civil religious theme this combination also disrupted
the earlier vision of an agrarian republic based on civic virtue
the sacrifice of oneself for the common good

the sheer social and geographic movement was unsettling
people struck out for parts unknown in search of better land and a
better stake in life many became victims of a fledgling capitalist
economy that seemed to bring out the worst in people the shifting
ideology was exhibited in an increased materialism and competi-
tion that put american society at odds with its colonial heritage
class lines hardened business contended against business priest
against priest neighbor against neighbor alcoholism was ram-
pant 18 revivalism reform movements and associations attempted
to stem the tide of these changes that seemed to cut deep into the
very fabric of the culture but many such movements only rein
forced the changes even such an event as the second great
awakening emphasized the disparity between previous concep-
tions and current realities ministers taught that conversion was a
solitary act one that took place between the communicant and
god salvation was not collective nor universal salvation but
individualized people chose to be saved the jacksonian ameri-
can was thus the quintessential individual potentially rich
powerful and saved on his own merits 199

most antebellum americans experienced the stresses and
anxieties accompanying such momentous changes and chose var
ious means to displace their insecurities and to assimilate the
changing culture others turned to associations and reform move
ments in contrast pre mormon converts looked toward a restora
tion of traditional beliefs and values this search led many to a
further dissatisfaction with the pluralism of an expanding secular
society and caused them to seek an ordered society free from the
upheavals that plagued jacksonian america mormonism with its
emphasis on divine authority exclusivity and continual revela-
tion provided fellowship for such seekers

while geographic stability was an important factor in the
backgrounds of mormon converts there were others the converts
were young their mean age was twenty nine with more than 50
percent under thirty see table 4 many shared a common
surname most had a common school education and had little
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TABLE 4 age at baptism

age cohort number percent

151915 19 13 15.0150150

202420 24 22 25.6256256

252925 29 12 14.0140140

303430 34 14 16.3163163

353935 39 9 10.5105105

40 16 18.6186186

totals 86 100.01000

TABLE 5 wealth of converts

wealth level number percent

poor 21 50.0500500

moderate 12 28.6286286

affluent 8 21.4214214

totals 42 100.01000

due to the lack of actual dollar estimates of pre mormon wealth the measurement isis subjective if
converts indicated intheirdiariesin their dianes thattheirearlythat their early lives were impoverished they were categorized as poor
iftheyintheyif they indicated that their families were wealthy they were categorized as affluent those who indicated
neither extreme wealth nor poverty were classified as moderate

money see table 55. few had migrated often after marriage nor
had they changed their religion with much frequency although
most adhered to the occupational status of their fathers semiskilled
sons tended to follow in the steps of semiskilled fathers about 32
percent secured work in occupations different from their fathers
see table 66. twenty three percent did not work as rural laborers

reflecting the movement from the farmfann to more urban areas 20

A majority of converts adhered to their fathers religious
affiliation as well unchurched fathers had unchurched sons it is
evident however that more of the fathers belonged to major
denominations than did their sons see table 77. this small dispar-
ity in religious backgrounds is no doubt a product of the fathers
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TABLE 6 occupations of converts and their fathers

father convert

occupation number percent number percent

farmer 38 80.9809809 43 58.1581

miller 5 10.6106log 6 8.18181

shoemaker 2 4.34343 1 1.212itlt

sailor 1 2.12121 0 0.000oo00

other 1 2.12121 24 32.5325325

totals 47 100.01000 74 100.01000

otherother0ther includes teacher hatter tanner carpenter lawyer clerk doctor merchant and minister

TABLE 7 religious affiliation of converts and their fathers

father convert

affiliation number percent number percent

unchurched 10 15.2152152 21 26.9269269

methodist 20 30.3303303 15 19.2192192

presbyterian 11 16.7167167 8 10.3103103

baptist 10 15.2152152 10 12.8128128

reformed baptist 0 0.000oo00 11 14.1141

reformed methodist 1 1.51515 4 5.15151

campbellite 0 0.000oo00 2 2.62626

universalist 3 4.54545 2 2.62626

dutch reformed 2 3.03030 2 2.62626tg

congregationalist 5 7.67676 2 2.62626

other 4 6.06060go 1 1.31313

totals T 66 100.01000 78 100.11001looi
otherother0ther includes episcopal and lutheran
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colonial heritage and increasing sectarianism As new englanders
ventured westward many lost contact with formalized religion but
remained faithful to previous affiliations moreover following the
american revolution religious liberty became constitutionalized
many itinerant preachers ofboth mainstream and new faiths sought
to bring americans into their fold revivalistsReviva lists plunged into a fertile
field and vast numbers of americans launched a quest for religious
truth about 1819 a second phase of the second great awakening
commenced this time there were many new religious denomina-
tions to choose from this democratization of religion continued
for the next sixteen years amidst a powerful surge of revivalism
one of the fruits of this religious quickening was a dramatic
increase in church membership and attendance during the first
half of the nineteenth century the proportion of protestant church
members in the population increased from 7 to 17 percent 21

one of the most important characteristics of mormon con
verts was their dissatisfaction with major christian faiths and their
belief in the need to restore the power organization and doctrinal
purity of new testament christianity of the fifty eight kirtland
mormonscormons whose writings were examined approximately half
indicated that prior to their conversions they were searching for the
authority of the new testament church including its plainness of
doctrine another 14 percent emphasized their search for the
spiritual power manifest among the early christians still another
30 percent recorded that they were converted by reading the book
of mormon some of these might have been influenced by this book
because of an earlier search for a restoration see table 88.

A significant proportion of the mormon converts had held
restorationist views before joining the LDS church almost a third
of these restorationists were unchurched a third aligned with
reformed faiths and another third were members of the three
largest religious denominations methodist baptist and presby-
terian many of the unchurched however held deep religious
convictions even though they did not join an organized religion
they generally believed in god and christ and in the historical
accuracy of the old and new testaments see table 99.

selections from writings of early latter day saints espe-
cially descriptions of their backgrounds including their stresses
and quests aptly disclose some of the most dominant characterscharacterischarac teris
ticsbics of these people joel hills johnson was the eldest of sixteen
children bomborn to ezekial and julia hills johnson and was the first
in his family to join mormonism he reported that his mother
instructed him frequently on the subject of religion during his
youth on many occasions he thought about the nature of god and
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TABLE 8 reasons for conversion as written in diary or
autobiography of convert

reason number percent

authority new testament christianity 27 46.6466466

book of mormon 17 29.3293

spiritual manifestations 8 13.7137137

plainness of doctrine 1 1.71717

primitive simplicity 2 3.53535

impressed with missionaries 3 5.25252

totals 58 100.01000

those who indicated in their writings that they joined the church because of its divine authority
those who recorded that they were convinced of the churchschurche authority because the doctrine could be

easily understood

TABLE 9 restorationists religious affiliation

affiliation number percent

unchurched 16 30.2302302

methodist 6 11.3113113

presbyterian 4 7.57575

baptist 7 13.2132132

reformed baptist 11 20.8208208

reformed methodist 3 5.75757

campbellite 2 3.83838

other 4 7.57575

totals 53 100.01000

other includes episcopal and universalist
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wept bitterly because he believed he was a sinner in the eyes ofgod
on one such occasion after being scolded by his parents he
considered committing suicide his teenage years were filled with
anxiety about finding the faith that was once delivered to the
ancient saints

although joel gained peace while attending various protes-
tant services the eighteen year old boy was not fully satisfied with
the churches located in his neighborhood he became concerned
because he had not been baptized for the remission of sins or
received the gift of the holy ghost as practiced in the ancient
christian church this concern was partly resolved when he de-
cided to be baptized and united with a free will baptist society
located near pomfret chautauqua county new york

shortly after he became a baptist joels attempt to gain
economic security crumbled after purchasing a fanfarmfannn adjoining
property owned by his parents he built a sawmill however faulty
planning resulted in the collapse of this mill and the loss of his farm
to creditors in an attempt to recuperate from this loss joel invented
and patented a machine that cut shingles but misfortune struck
again claiming that he was the original inventor of this machine
he insisted that he was swindled by others and was not able to
profit from that accomplishment discouraged he decided to leave
the home of his youth and seek an asylum among strangers after
moving to amherst ohio he learned about the restoration of the
ancient church through a latter day prophet teachings of this new
movement harmonized with beliefs he had embraced as a youth
and he was baptized and confirmed by latter day saint elders 22

meanwhile mounting problems plagued his fathers family
farmland was becoming increasingly unproductive the need for
cloth and wool declined and the price of many products the family
purchased increased 2321 As economic problems intensified many
residents of pomfret emigrated according to the new york state
census from 1825 to 1835 persistence in the area was only about
18.6186186 percent of the 18.6186186 percent who stayed 81.6816816 percent were
among the wealthiest settlers although ezekial johnson owned
fifty five acres which placed him in the upper third of land
owners see table 10 the family because of its size lived in
what joel referred to as a state of poverty 2421

the response to organized religion by ezekial and his wife
julia was very different while living in pomfret ezekial did not
participate in formal sunday worship showed no interest in organ-
ized religion and drank heavily which in the opinion of many
protestants of that age was a serious transgression julia seemed to
be the antithesis of her husband A devout presbyterian and
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dedicated mother she trained her sixteen children with apparently
little formal help from her husband when ezekialsEzekiaezekielsls addiction to
alcohol interfered with his daily work habits julia began directing
work on their farm 25 apparently in an attempt to regain social
respectability and resolve some of his personal problems ezekial
left pomfret and searched for land further west amid changing
socioeconomic conditions in western new york julia struggled as
she continued to raise her many children and manage their farmfann 2616

TABLE 10 wealth distribution of pomfret 1825

wealth distribution acres of land number percent

0 93 17.2172172

191 9 155 28.5285

101910 19 103 19.0190190igo

204920 49 147 27.1271

509950 99 35 6.56565

100199100 199 9 1.616lgig

200 0 0.00000oo

totals 542 99.9999999

source new york state census chautauqua county 1825

julia and most of her children learned about the new restora-
tion movement from joel who returned to new york from ohio as
a latter day saint missionary after responding favorably to the
message unfolded by her son julia and her children decided to
gather with other converts to kirtland ohio a new city of the
saints even though ezekial also moved to kirtland in the mid
1830s he lived apart from his family because of his continued
unbelief and intemperance while reflecting on the conflicts
which occurred in his home benjamin F johnson another son of
ezekial and julia wrote

the fiend of unhappiness had entered our home to break the bonds
of union between our parents and to destroy the happiness of their
children in looking back over my childhood it almost seems that I1

was bomborn to be a child of sorrow for such was my love for both my
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parents that because of the troubles and unhappiness my heart at
times would seem almost ready to burst with sorrow and grief and
a feeling always seemed with me to wish that I1 had died at my birth
or that I1 never had been bomborn 27

benjamin brown another convert to monmormonismnonismeonism from
pomfret recalled that prior to learning about the restoration he
was searching for religious authority and received several visions
when he told one of the local ministers of his spiritual experiences
and his desire to worship in harmony with the ancient gospel the
preacher told brown that both his visions and desires were of the
devil undaunted brown continued his search for new testa-
ment christianity until he met the latter day saint missionaries 2821

joseph bates noble experienced a similar quest launching a
search for religious truth during his early years like benjamin
brown he wanted to belong to the ancient church because of
the poverty of his family he left home at fourteen and supported
himself by working for others throughout his teenage years he
was burdened by a belief that he needed approval from a forgiving
god 1I was a person he recalled that thought much about the
things of god and often asked myself this question where is the
people of god after changing jobs and learning the milling trade
he met latter day saint missionaries who were preaching religious
authority he believed jesus christs second coming was soon at
hand and he wanted to be a part ofchrists kingdom where equality
and justice could prevail in the fall of 1832 after listening to three
latter day saint elders brigham young joseph young and heber
C kimball 1I said in my heart that is truth according to the spirit
that was in me 112929

brigham young a future president of the church recalled
that when he was seventeen following an impoverished child-
hood he quit the country and moved to auburn new york to
seek better employment auburn was located along the seneca
turnpike and was a boomtown in 1817 with new stores and houses
being erected almost overnight hundreds of newcomers found
work in small shops stores taverns or mills located along or near
the main street 30 this initial move did not lead to the economic
success he was seeking probably because he could not find
sufficient work to sustain himself as a carpenter painter or glazier
brigham young moved in the early 1820s to port byron a nearby
town situated on the recently constructed erie canal in 1828 he
moved again this time to oswego new york and less than one
year later in the spring of 1829 relocated to mendon south of
rochester where his father john young and his brother phineas
and their families had settled meanwhile he struggled financially
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to support his wife miriam works a resident of aurelius whom he
married in 1824 and his two children after becoming an invalid
and suffering for years from chronic tuberculosis miriam died on
8 september 1832 less than five months after brigham had been
baptized a member of the latter day saint church then called the
church of christ 31 brigham young recognized the poverty of

his early years as an important influence on his development and his
philosophy of life

I1 know how to economiseeconomismeconom ise sic for my father had to do it I1 have
been a poorboypoor boy and a poor man and my parents were poor I1 was poor
during childhood and grew up to manhood poor and destitute and
I1 am acquainted with the various styles of living and with the
different customs habits and practices of people and I1 doknowbydo know by
my own experience that there is no necessity forpeoplefor people being so very
poor if they have judgment and will rightly use it 3322

although brigham young was brought up in a strict method-
ist home he did not profess a religious experience until he was
twenty three and then he said it was more of a confession to satisfy
his peers than a profound conviction there were times when he
considered himself an infidel because he could not accept the
teachings of any of the religious societies he investigated in my
youth I1 would have freely given all the gold and silver I1 ever
could possess he recalled to have met with one individual who
could show me anything about god heaven or the plan of salva-
tion so that I1 could pursue the path that leads to the kingdom of
heaven 113333 not only was he troubled because of his dissatisfaction
with the churches of that age but he frequently felt cast down
gloomy and despondent lonesome and bad the trials of life
created a dark shade like the shade of the valley of death he was
also vexed with a strong sense of guilt

the evil one would whisper to me that I1 had done this that or some
other thing wrong and inquire whether that looked like a christian
act and remark you have missed it you have not done right and
you know it you did not do as well in such a thing as you might and
are you not ashamed of yourself in saying you are a christianchristian3434

there were times when he became sick tired and disgusted with
people because he observed so much sorrow wretchedness
death misery disappointment anguish pain ofheart prevailing in
the world 35

in the summer of 1830 joseph smiths brother samuel left
several copies of the book of mormon with john youngs family
one of these copies subsequently was delivered to brigham young
his reading of that book began his serious investigation of
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mormonism especially appealing to him were its universality
and its harmony with biblical teachings were you to ask me how
it was that I1 embraced mormonism he declared

I1 should answer for the simple reason that it embraces all truth in
heaven and on earth in the earth under the earth and in hell if there
be any truth there there is no truth outside of it for wherever these
principles are found among all the creations of god the gospel of
jesus christ and his order and priesthood embrace them 36

on another occasion he said that when he commenced
preaching forty years earlier the main message he unfolded to
others was believe the bible for he taught that those who
embrace the bible will accept the book of mormonmonnon after asking
the question what are the doctrines of the book of mormon he
responded the same as those of the bible 37 he further stated that
he would not have united with the latter day saints if he had not
received a witness that joseph smith was truly called of god 38

brigham young was not the only member of his family who
joined the latter day saints and migrated to kirtland his father
and all his children and their families were baptized including
brigham youngs wife miriam three of brighamsBrighams brothers
phineas john jr and joseph were ordained methodist ministers
prior to their conversions and emigration his sister rhodas
husband john P greene was also a methodist preacher before his
conversion to mormonism and move to kirtland many of brigham
youngs cousins uncles and aunts also joined the church 3919

the early life of another early saint luman shurtliff also
included periods of doubt and confusion although his family
supported different protestant faiths luman could not decide
which church he should join he claimed that he was a christian

but kept it entirely to himself meanwhile he prayed continu-
ally hoping the time would come soon when I1 could join some
church after lumans family moved to ohio in 1819 his father
through a series of unfortunate land transactions lost all his
property in ohio and massachusetts and was reduced to a state of
poverty subsequently luman secured employment as a teacher
but decided he was not qualified to instruct others discouraged he
became ill and suffered for several years from a nervous or
emotional disorder recalling this series of misfortunes he wrote

wales a brother was now twenty seven years old and all he saved
out of his hard labor was one hundred and twenty dollars in property
I1 was twenty and worth forty dollars father was sixty two years
old stripped of all not even a horse to ride he was broken and
discouraged his energy and ambition seemed to ease thus with all
our hard labor for years we were forced to begin anew
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shortly after this economic crisis a revival erupted in the
neighborhood where he lived we were all stirred up in this
refonreformationnation he remembered and all got religion after his
conversion luman became a shoemaker and helped his family
recover from their economic loss nevertheless he was tempo-
rarily embittered because of the problems which had befallen his
family prior to meeting latter day saint missionaries luman
attended baptist services but this faith did not fully satisfy his quest
for truth he investigated the beliefs of alexander campbell but
was not convinced that campbell was restoring the ancient chris-
tian order his quest was eventually satisfied after he completed his
exploration of mormonism 40

many americans experienced social dislocation and rapid
change during the early decades of the nineteenth century most
chose mainstream solutions revivals reform or associations
in order to dispel confusion and anxiety those who would become
mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons on the other hand rejected these forms of community
rather than attempting to reform society they sought to redefine it
even though they were relatively stable socially neither moving
nor changing their religion often they found the existing society
lacking and were looking for an alternative society that promoted
stability hence some of the most important factors that attracted
converts to mormonism and thus to kirtland were the promise of
divine sanction the assurance of status and an ordered lifestyle in
the undeviating restored kingdom of god in short the new church
met their needs
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lower goshen
archaeology of a mormon

pioneer town

dale L berge

lower goshen a mormon community settled in 1860 and
abandoned in 1868 is located in goshen valley utah county
three miles northwest of the present town of goshen fig 1 its
occupation though short was extensive and the town remained
undisturbed by construction or agriculture for 120 years following
its settlement

possibly the first question that arises about the archaeological
investigation of lower goshen is why expend all the time money
and energy on a remote community certainly not of national
significance dating to 120 years ago aside from the obvious
answers that archaeology is fun exciting or interesting to
watch or has some other romantic appeal the best reason is that
excavation provides information not available in books diaries
records or other historical documents it represents an added
dimension to the study of the history of this old town and early
mormon culture for example how large were the log houses
how did residents build their dugoutsdugouts what type of local ceramic
or glasswaresglasswares did the settlers use in their homes what kinds of
domestic items did they make themselves archaeology can help
answer many of these questions as well as those relating to human
habits and the ways these pioneers coped with life on this remote
edge of the american frontier not only do the artifacts indicate
what was used but they also suggest certain vital information about
the occupants such as whether they were better off than others in
a similar situation or how industrious and innovative they were
the artifacts can also demonstrate the degree of craftsmanship and
concern individuals had for their work bones seeds and other
plant materials provide insights into the diet of specific households

dale L berge is a professor of archaeology at Brigbrighamhain young university
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in addition artifacts may help to identify ethnic origins of these
pioneer households indeed many clues to the lives of the lower
goshen inhabitants remain entombed in the ruins

in 1856 phineas cook a resident ofofpaysonpayson utah supposedly
ventured into goshen valley while looking for stray animals
though he found good farmland and water he had no desire to
settle because he already owned twenty acres several miles away in
spanish fork soon afterward he learned that his title to this
spanish fork land was invalid and could not be made legal the
same year with permission from both his bishop and brigham
young cook and twentyfivetwenty five other men built a dam across salt
creek now currant creek and settled in goshen valley because
of disagreements on where to settle blowing sand and unhealthy
conditions such as a high water table which caused saturated
ground the pioneers were forced to move their settlement three
times 1 in the fall of 1860 they selected and surveyed their third
site lower goshen

the journal history of the church refers to lower goshen
several times calling it goshen apparently named after goshen
connecticut the birthplace of phineas cook lower goshen
seems to have been a relatively typical town william W smith
built a grist mill three miles up salt creek on 18 may 1863
brigham young visited the town on his way back to salt lake city
from southern towns in the territory and advised the residents to
build a road up the canyon into juab valley to reduce the miles
needed to circle the ranges between nephi to the south and goshen
on I11 july 1863 people from goshen santaquinSantaquin and nephi started
work on the road and finished it before the end of the month

lower goshen also had its share of problems A report in the
journal history dated 13 june 1863 described an attempted indian
attack on goshen several indians who lived along salt creek in
juab valley led by a man called shaocookShaocook and armed with a few
guns bows and arrows were heading toward goshen the report
indicates only that they were stopped another common utah
problem arose in 1866 when the people of gardnersville a newly
developed settlement south of lower goshen disputed the use of
water from goshen dam and the choice of a townsite

regarding everyday life in the town one inhabitant of lower
goshen described his first home as a dugout facing the west with
a single window in the east and an entrance by means of steps into
the ground it had a fireplace and chimney 2 A large log room built
in 1864 to be used as a school church and social hall had a large
fireplace in one end the door in the other and window on each side
there was no floor and the roof was of white clay 3
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like other forts and townsitestownsites in goshen valley lower
goshen had to be abandoned but this time because of soil condi-
tions the soil around the community was primarily lake bonne-
ville clay which allowed water to run off rapidly and the ground
was full of what the pioneers called saleratus or alkali 4 when
dry it is hard and firm but when wet it becomes plastic and sticky
significantly in the immediate area of lower goshen there are no
trees only wild grasses and sagebrush the combination of clay
and saleratus the latter causing the plants to turn yellow and dry up
deterred the pioneer families from growing gardens and shade trees
near their homes although they did cultivate the same fields and
grazed their livestock in the same open areas throughout all the
relocations of their townsitestownsites 51 their primary crops were wheat
potatoes and corncom while domestic livestock included cattle sheep
and horses 6

in 1867 brigham young selected a new townsite for the
residents of lower goshen in a letter to franklin D richards on
18 october 1867 brigham young wrote 1I havejusthavhave justejust returned from
a visit to goshen whither I1 have been for the purpose of locating a
new site for their city A place was selected at the head of their
farmingfanning lands east and south ofofgardnersvillegardnersville a small village lying
south of goshen proper 0171177 lower goshen residents made the move
to newtown as they wanted to call it in the fall of 1868 because
there was already a town by that name in cache valley the
relocated settlement became present day goshen by march of
1869 most residents of lower goshen had moved to the new
location the rest planning to follow soon initially the new town-
site was mostly dugoutsdugouts but many structures from lower goshen
were moved to the new goshen by 2 november 1869 all the
settlers except one thomas job had moved to the new townsite

the excavations at lower goshen have produced some
interesting insights into mormon pioneer settlement even before
the initial settlement the community was well organized and well
planned for growth the townsite was founded on the western edge
of a delta marsh located at the south shore of utah lake the gently
sloping alluvial plain on which the remnants of the town are located
drains eastward from the east tinticgintic mountains the southern
shore of utah lake a remnant of ancient lake bonneville of
terminal pleistocene times can be seen approximately three miles
to the northeast

the town plan described for the settlement of lower goshen
was to be laid out in forty blocks four families to each block with
home and garden plots for 160 families this basic grid came from
the city ofofzionzion plan proposed by joseph smith jr in 1833 the
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plan ideally consisted of streets running north south and east west
lots of one size with one family per lot public buildings in the
middle of town no bamsbarns or stables in the city farms away from the
city all streets of one width one house per lot set back twentyfivetwenty five
feet and all houses of brick and stone 81 although the original town
plan featured forty blocks with four families per block survey thus
far indicates that between twenty and twentyfivetwenty five blocks were
actually occupied during the eight year history of the town

during the first field season both aerial photographs of the
site and a ground surface survey were taken to determine possible
locations of individual foundations of former structures the sur-
vey revealed a total of 121 components individual homesites in
the townsite consisting of rock foundations of cabins dugout de-
pressionspres sions and artifact scatters the aerial photographs of the site
reveal linear areas where vegetation was sparse or absent fig 2
these lines running north south and east west are probably the
towns streets these blocks turned out to be four hundred feet
square the exact size of city blocks in provo which was established
in 1849 an overlay of the ground survey map and the aerial
photograph reveals that almost all the structures are situated along
the streets fig 3

so far three homesitesmesitesho have been completely unearthed and
five partially excavated each of these eight ruins consisted of a
stone foundation a depression or dugout and surface artifact
scatters excavations to locate outbuildingsbuildingsout or other outlying
features have not taken place beyond these main structures

there is no naturally occurring stone in the bonneville clays
of the actual townsite for footings for their cabins settlers proba-
bly collected and hauled by wagon creek cobbles of igneous rock
eroded from east tinticgintic mountains five miles to the west the
nearest source for these rocks at present the closest locations of
timber for walls and bark for roofs which had to be cut and hauled
are the higher elevations of the east tinticgintic mountains approxi
mately twelve miles southwest of lower goshen and the wasatch
mountains an equal distance or farther to the east

apparently according to evidence examined so far few
adobe bricks were used in building the structures only a limited
number have been found and no foundation stones were found with
clay accumulated on top or around them from eroding bricks these
data along with historical information suggest that most of the
structures were log houses wood samples excavated include
juniper ponderosa pine pinon pine oak possible white oak other
species of pine and some unknown species juniper logs most
likely too small for the cabin walls may have been used for the
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roofs of the log houses and dugoutsdugouts juniperjumper trees although not
abundant in the valley today could have been cut in the nearby
mountains west of lower goshen the cabin walls were probably
constructed of larger logs such as ponderosa pine or even douglas
fir long straight trees available in the wasatch mountains
residents would have had to travel a long distance to obtain
ponderosa pine for logs pinonpinnon pine could have been used for roof
framing other floral materials found at the site include peach pits
squash cucurbita seeds and juniper seeds possibly the peaches
were grown locally within goshen valley

an example of a relatively typical homesite structure is
component 18 the basic structure of this pioneer home had three
possibly four rooms identified by igneous stone on or close to the
ground surfaces fig 4 rooms I11 and 2 represent the initial
construction of structure 1 the log house the lack ofbrick mortar
adobe or stone suggests that this was a log home historical data
also support this conclusion the foundation stones between the
two rooms abut the inside of the exterior walls indicating that the
wall between the two rooms was a partition rather than part of the
outside walls room 1 measured 17 12 feet square while room 2
measured 17 vz12 feet by 10 feet the south wall of room I11 contained
the footing of a fireplace 6 feet by 3 feet

room 3 represents a somewhat later addition since the foun-
dation was laid against the outside walls of rooms I11 and 2 and was
not an integral part of the initial construction this room also with
a fireplace in the south wall is 13 feet by 10 feet part of the west
wall had been destroyed possibly by stone removal none of these
rooms showed any evidence of floor joistsfoists however loose dirt
accumulation associated with artifacts seems to suggest a plank
floor rather than a dirt floor which would leave a thin layer of hard
packed soil

room 4 which may not have been a room but possibly a
porch consisted of an alignment of stone 6 vz12 feet long and 8 feet
from and parallel to the north wall of structure 1 it was probably
not a separate room but was associated with structure 1 because
two adobe brick footings or possibly joist supports extend in the
direction of structure 1

structure 2 may have been an outside kitchen it was small 12
feet by 10 feet with a large fireplace which was full of ash
extending 3 feet deep into the wall the floor was constructed of flat
stone slabs while the north wall and possibly the east wall were
made of igneous rock the west and south walls were constructed
of adobe bricks 6 inches wide and 10 inches long outside the south
wall were several flat stones perhaps the threshold to the structure
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earthenware butter churn
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structure 3 was a dugout the excavated dirt side walls of the
dugout were 8 12 feet by 10 vz feet and 4 feet deep the stratigra-
phy of the pit from bottom to top consisted of I11 foot of clay and
charcoal with a considerable number of artifacts shoe soles
glass ceramics and animal bones the numerous artifacts in this
level represent the occupation period the next layer was 7 inches
of ash and charcoal with fewer of the type of artifacts found in the
lower level and more of other types of artifacts plus a large cedar
log possibly a roofing beam this layer was a postoccupationoccupationpost
level formed by the settlers dumping ash and charcoal possibly
from stoves into the pit the last or upper level is a clay fill washed
in over the years and containing relatively no artifacts

in the center of the east wall are steps for entrance into the
dugout they are 2 112 feet long 1 12 feet wide and 8 inches high
the front of each step was faced with a plank 12 inch wide these
boards were held in place by two wood stakes near the outer edges
or one about 4 inches from each end three steps remained of an
original four or possibly five steps the east wall of the dugout was
9 feet from the outside of the west stone foundation of structure 1

thousands of artifacts have been recovered from the house
components excavated thus far at the townsite all the objects are
fragmented and include glass ceramics metal buttons leather
and a variety of miscellaneous objects 9

most of the glass found was window or flat glass ranging
from a light to a dark aqua blue in color the glass artifacts next in
quantity were bottle fragments no whole bottles were unearthed
although there was a wide variety of glass colors clear aqua blue
shades of olive green including a very dark olive green known as
black glass cobalt blue brown and light green the bottle frag
ments such as finishes a finish is a bottle top including the pouring
lip and threads fig 5 stoppers fig 6 bases fig 7 and
embossed bodies fig 8 suggest that round as well as rectangular
panel bottles were commonly used bottle bases included both
those with and without pontil scars a pontil scarsear is a jagged edge
of glass made by attaching a glass rod to the bottom of a bottle in
order to finish the top other glass fragments were originally
derived from drinking tumblers and pressed glass objects fig 9

the primary types of ceramics found at lower goshen were
earthenware coarse pottery with a red paste and crude glaze
whiteware fine pottery with a white body and usually decorated
with transferprintstransferprints or with hand painted or molded relief designs
and a clear glaze and porcelain very fine translucent ceramics
often imported from china or japan earthenware fig 10 in
cludesbludes all vessels with natural clay colored paste redware
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buffware and grayware almost all the earthenware was of the
redware type with a great variety of glaze colors such as yellow
orange green brown and combinations of these colors many
were mottled to form intricate designs there were also salt glazes
lead glazes and clear glazes earthenware vessels were most likely
locally manufactured

in the category of whiteware are the pieces with essentially
white pastes such as pearlwarepearlware fig 11 transferwaretransferware fig 12
hand painted ware fig 13 sponge banded and plain whiteware
fig 14 and featheredge types fig 15 at component 18 where

extensive excavation was conducted nearly 87 percent of the
sherdsshards belonged to the whiteware type within this type 60 percent
were pearlwarepearlware

transferprintedTransferprinted sherdsshards had patterns decorated in blue red
green and brown although not all patterns were recognizable
blue willow was by far the most common dark blue was the most
common transfer color followed closely by flown blue hand
painted sherdsshards were usually decorated with large flowers primarily
in dark red or maroon and green the sponge types were decorated
in blue blotted on with a spongelikesponge like object the banded sherdsshards had
narrow lines of black and white on a wide blue band usually of a
pearlwarepearlware vessel all these ceramics were popular types used by
americans all over the country mainly by middle class citizens

porcelain was found during the surface survey in very limited
quantities less than 10 percent of the ceramics found all the
porcelain fragments are of the hard paste type and the majority are
plain decorated sherdsshards include green painted or relief molded
types company hallmarks fig 16 when present provide the
most accurate means of dating ceramic types

A wide variety of metal artifacts were recovered including
iron copper and lead fig 17 iron objects included nails bolts
rods straps wagon hubs a file and many other unidentifiable
badly oxidized pieces copper objects included more delicate
items such as thimbles straight pins clothing hooks jewelry
coins a purse frame and several buttons lead objects were in the
form of round musket balls and minie balls cone shaped bullets

among miscellaneous items discovered were a wide range of
button types fig 18 bone shell rubber covered metal calico
glass lead metal with cameo military clear glass white glass
solid color glass and wood the metal and wood buttons were
covered with cloth almost all the leather found was parts of shoes
primarily soles and heels and cutting scraps one complete shoe
was also unearthed many sizes were represented from childrens
to adults A brooch a wood comb black rubber combs slate
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pencils and clay marbles were also found most beads were small
round and dark blue glass

an interesting pattern of artifacts and distribution is emerg-
ing the general array and quantity of artifacts do not suggest a poor
community but rather a community of middle class americans
using objects fashionable to the entire country from the east to
the western frontier

excavation at lower goshen presents a unique opportunity to
study a pioneer settlement that has not been disturbed since the day
it was abandoned in 1868 scientifically the research goals for this
project are to infer mormonmonnonmonnon pioneer behavior from the distribution
of material culture because accidental or intentional discard of any
cultural object directly reflects human activity the pattern of
distribution presents clues about the cultural system that occupied
the site patterns found in individual components may reflect
patterns for the entire town and even other mormon sites

the distribution of the broad range of artifacts used by the
mormonscormons who lived at lower goshen was carefully established
during field excavations by horizontal and vertical stratigraphic
techniques the recovered specimens were then classified by their
various physical attributes into types varieties and chronological
context qualitative patterns relating to their function origin date
of manufacture and dispersion are interpreted for this site through
analysis of house to house findings in this way patterns of room
functions can be generated for example specific artifacts or
groups of artifacts may have been used in the bedroom others in the
living room kitchen and so on room comparisons from house to
house may produce intrasiteintrasite and eventually intersiteintersite patterns

room comparisons at lower goshen disclose that almost all
of the peach pits came from the main living area either on the floor
or outside the front door where they may have been thrown out the
door but peach pits were not in the rooms interpreted as sleeping
quarters bottle glass also came primarily from the main structures
window glass was concentrated around and in the mainmalnmainmaln structures
as well as around other rooms also a high percentage ofofredwareredware
utilitarian pottery was distributed around the living area with few

sherdsshards found in the adjoining rooms or structures the initial
distribution of these artifacts indicates that much of the food
preparation and possibly consumption took place in the largest
room at each component this room always had a central fire
hearth such as illustrated in component 18 structure 1 room 1

by means of the intersiteintersite functional compancomparisonsi sons sites can
also be classified by whether they were used for domestic commer-
cial military political religious or other purposes in time a
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pattern reflecting pioneer mormon cultural patterns could emerge
this pattern could then be compared with the american cultural
pattern in which it participated where similarities and contrasts
could be studied

at present the key research problem is obtaining fundamental
data through excavation and laboratory analysis detailed identi-
ficationfi and study of the artifacts in general use as well as those
uniquely mormon will likely provide precise information of every
day monmormonmonnonnon pioneer life not found in historical documents

after the quantity and types of technological items have been
determined library research will add data helpful in identifying and
dating each individual item or group of artifacts the history of
technology in utah and the united states during the 1850s and
1860s should shed considerable light on the manufactured objects
excavated historical documents will aid in separating items made
locally from those imported the data obtained by the artifact
analysis and library research will ultimately provide the basis for
the interpretation of economic and social questions the basic
goal of the project

why archaeology in lower goshen the answer is that the
objects excavated the facts from the ground make a signifi-
cant contribution to our knowledge and appreciation of a people
who lived on the american frontier one hundred and twenty years
ago and that the events that occurred there play a small but integral
part in american history particularly in the westward movement of
our country
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joseph smiths 1826 trial
the legal setting

gordon A madsen

since the subject of the 1826 trial of joseph smith has been
extensively reported and commented upon one quite rightly won-
ders what else is new or old to be said about that blip in mormon
history however none of the reports and few of the commentaries
have tried to put the trial in the legal context of that day and
examined the applicable statutory procedural and case law in force
in new york in 1826 this essay will attempt to do just that and then
reexamine the conclusions drawn by earlier writers

in march 1826 upon the sworn complaint of one peter
bridgeman joseph smith was brought before justice of the peace
albert neely in south bainbridge new york on the charge of
being a disorderly person no account of the trial was published
at or near the time it occurred the earliest known reference to the
trial appeared in an article written in 1818313 1 by A W Bbentonenton I11 forty
one years later william D purple claimed to have generated his
version from notes and memory having been asked to act as scribe
by judge neely 2 the accounts by charles marshall and daniel S

tuttle were derived from some pages purportedly severed from
judge neelys docket book by his niece miss emily pearsall 3 the
disparities and inconsistencies among these accounts were later
commented upon by brodie kirkham and nibley the latter two
expressing skepticism about their authenticity 4 then the reverend
wesley P walters discovered two bills in the basement of the
chenangoChenango county jail in norwich new york sometime in the
summer of 197197151 1 the first was the bill ofjustice neely to chenangoChenango
county for his services for a series of trials he conducted in 1826
there are seven trials listed running from some time prior to 20
march through 9 november 1826 the page is age worn and
illegible in part but the following is a reproduction with some
names approximated

gordon A madsen is an attorney practicing in salt lake city
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chenangoChenango county to albert neely jr
people assault & battery

vs
brazee

trial at GA leadbettersLeadbetters

same justices
vs james humphrey

peter brazee zechariah tarbilmarbil tarble
albert neely

same
vs to my fees in trial

john sherman of above cause 3.68368

people assault & battery
vs to my fees in the cause 1.99199

samuel may
march 22 1826

same misdemeanor
vs

joseph smith
the glass looker to my fees in examination
march 20 1826 of the above cause 2.68268

same
vs champerty

newel evans to examination of above cause 2.18218218

sept 2 1826

same
vs assault & battery

josiah evans to my fees in above cause 1.46146146

same
vs petit larceny

robert darnelldamelidarneil to fees in above cause 1.85185185

october 3 1826

same assault & battery
vs

ira church to fees in above cause 2.53253

novnov918269918261826 albert neely just of peace 16.37616376
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the other bill was that of the constable in the case philip de
zeng which states only the year 1826 and lists thirty plus lines of
billed services presumably rendered during that year the relevant
passage states as follows

serving warrant on joseph smith & travel 1.25125
subpoenaingSubpoenaing 12 witnesses & travel 2502.50250
attendance with prisoner two days &

I11 night 1.75175175

notifying two justices I11

10 miles travel with mittimus to take him 1 7

before considering these bills and what reverend walters
their discoverer claims they tell us visvisvis a vis the accounts of the

trial previously published let us first consider the law in force in
new york in 1826

THECHARGETHE CHARGE

with what exactly was joseph smith charged oliver cow-
dery wrote that joseph smith was charged with being a disorderly
person 8 benton agreed but characterized the basis for the charge
as sponging his living from their the publics earnings purple
claimed that joseph was charged with being a vagrant without
visible means of livelihood 10 marshall and tuttle called him a
disorderly person and an imposter 11

the statute that would seem to apply enacted in 1813 by the
new york state legislature provides as follows

that all persons who threaten to run away and leave their wives or
children to the city or town and all persons who shall unlawfully
return to the city or town from whence they shall respectively have
been legally removed by order of two justices of the peace without
bringing a certificate from the city or town whereto they respectively
belong and also allpersonsper sonssoms who not having wherewith to maintain
themselves live idle without employment and also all persons who
go about from door to door or place themselves in the streets
highways or passages to beg in the cities or towns where they
respectively dwell and all jugglers and all persons pretending to
have skill in physiognomy palmistry or like crafty science or
pretending to tell fortunes or to discover where lost goods may be
found and all persons who run away and leave their wives and
children whereby they respectively become chargeable to any city or
town and all persons wandering abroad and lodging in taverns beer
houses out houses marketplacesmarket places or barns or in the open air and
not giving a good account of themselves and all persons wandering
abroad and begging and all idle persons not having visible means of
livelihood and all common prostitutes shall be deemed and ad-
judged disorderly personspersons2122
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the first italicized passage is the classic definition of a
vagrant however in this statute vagrants are not classed separately
but are rather included with all the other collection of people to be
16 adjudged disorderly persons

the two bills however provide no help beyond specifying
that the offense was amisdemeanor thejudgethejudge on his bill identifies
joseph as the glass looker that entry is below josephs name
rather than opposite where misdemeanor appears and in each of
the other cases itemized the offense is also listed opposite the
accusedsaccusersaccuseds name rather than below it since this bill was a summary
of fees for seven trials the last of which is dated 9 november 1826
it was undoubtedly written some time after joseph smiths trial
moreover there was no statutory or common law crime of glass
looking then on the books therefore glass looker is likely a
phrase of identification rather than the statement of a criminal
charge similarly imposter did not describe any criminal offense
so we are left with the charges disorderly person and vagrant

As marvin hill has pointed out all accounts agree that joseph
was employed by josiah stowell which largely precludes a charge
of vagrancy not having wherewith to maintain themselves live
without employment hill continues

A misdemeanor might be many things as the terinterm simply desig-
nates a minor offense was the charge vagrancy disorderliness
being an imposter or was it deliberately left vague because
treasure hunting as joseph practiced it with stowell did not violate
any specific new york law it is generally known among historians
that digging was common in western new york in this period how
many such persons were held accountable and to what law these
are questions that need answering before any fair assessment of the
trial can be made 13

the heading misdemeanor and the disparate identifying of
the charge also show that the would be reporterswitnessesreporters witnesses were not
all that conversant with early new york jurisprudence or criminal
law that should not betakenbetokenbe taken as too heavy an indictment on either
the court or the observers the very problem hill raises is addressed
in practiceapractice commentary appearing in the current new york penal
code under the present day statute titled disorderly conduct

this section partially replaces the former penal laws disor-
derly conduct statue provisions cited for a thorough under-
standing of the revised section and others contained in this article
some familiarity with the former statutory law of this general area is
required

the former penal law and the code of criminal procedure
defined a host of minor offenses most not amounting to crimes
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penalizing miscellaneous types of conduct tending to create public
disorder offensive conditions and petty annoyances to individuals
most of these appeared in three multisubdivisioned statutes bearing
the labels of or known as disorderly conduct penal law 722
vagrancy code crim proc 887 and disorderly persons id 899
many of the criminal code provisions in particular defining status
offenses such as being a drunkard a pauper and the like were
distinctly archaic and probably unconstitutional one of the defects
of the penal laws disorderly conduct statute was that much of the
conduct proscribed such as begging and loitering for immoral
purposes did not have the breach of the peace character essential
to that offense 722 6 11 thus rendering conviction in such
cases extremely difficult and sometimes impossible cases cited 14

THECOURTTHE COURT

walters infers from the item in constable de zengsbengs bill listed
as notifying two justices that the trial was conducted before a

court of special sessions 1111515 this brings us to an examination of
the court system that existed in new york in the 1820s without
detailing the overlapping and appellate jurisdictions of courts of
common pleas chancery and oyer and terminer courts of appeal
supreme court and city courts of new york we will note the three
courts relevant to our purposes justice courts courts of special
sessions and courts of general sessions

justice courts or courts presided over by a single justice of the
peace were then as they generally are today the bottom rung on
the legal ladder justices of the peace were not generally trained in
law but were appointed or elected from the more affluent gentle-
men of a community and had limited original jurisdiction in
criminal matters to literally keep the peace to hear cases
regarding trespass against persons and property breaches of the
peace and misdemeanors including vagrancy and disorderly per-
sons in criminal matters justices of the peace could sentence
offenders to the house of correction until the next general sessions
of the peace or a maximum of six months with the proviso that any
two justices one being the committing justice could discharge any
offender if they see cause 16 the phrase general sessions of the
peace meant the next convening of the court of general sessions
discussed hereafter they were also empowered to conduct bail
hearings or in some instances preliminary examinations or prelimi-
nary hearings in certain felony cases and where appropriate cause
justified to bind over such accused felons to the court of general
sessions to stand trial

on the next rung up were the courts of special sessions
comprising three justices of the peace sitting as one court the
statutes of IS181313 redefined the jurisdiction of these courts and
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granted them power to try criminal offenses under the degree of
grand larceny except where the accused posted bail within forty
eight hours of being charged and elected to be tried at the next
session of the court of general sessions in the county special
sessions courts could impose fines not exceeding twentyfivetwenty five
dollars and jail terms not exceeding six months 17

these limited jurisdiction notions are corroborated by a
widely used treatise titled the justice s manual first published in
1825 As its title page advertises it is A summary of the powers
and duties of justices of the peace in the state of new york
comprising a variety of practical forms adapted to cases civil
and criminal 18 the justice s manual says regarding courts of
special sessions

this court is composed of three justices associated for the
particular purpose of trying some person accused of an offenceoffense under
the degree of grand larceny

the jurisdiction of this court is limited by the statute to cases of
petty larceny misdemeanor breach of the peace or other criminal

offenseoffence under the degree of grand larceny the only point of
difficulty relative to jurisdiction is in determining what offences
are under the degree of grand larceny and I1 know ofno rule by which
the different degrees of criminality may be determined except by the
punishments directed I1 therefore conclude that this court has not
jurisdiction of any offenceoffense the punishment whereof may be imvrisimpris
onmentoiment in the state prison nor where the term of imprisonment in the
common gaol Ujalljailjaliailallali is fixed to exceed six months nor where a fine is
fixed to exceed 25 if this rule be correct the jurisdiction of a
court of special sessions may be readily determined in any suppospuppos
able case by reference to the punishment prescribed for the offenseoffence
in question 19

the third kind of court in issue here is the court of general
sessions sometimes called county court these courts were the
general professional courts of the state presided over by trained
full time judges they tried felony cases and reviewed and retried
those cases appealed from either justice of the peace courts or
courts of special sessions

now returning to justice neelysneely s bill we see that the first item
listed concerned a court of special sessions and the other two
justices were james humphry and zechariah tarbilmarbil it was an
assault & battery case involving three defendants two named

brazee and a sherman special session court jurisdiction was
probably invoked because the case involved multiple defendants
and was a misdemeanor under the degree of grand larceny

the provision that follows after the definition of the offense
spelled offenceoffense in the statute and in the manual in the disorderly

persons statute states
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and it shall and may be lawful for any justice of the peace to commit
such disorderly persons being thereof convicted before him by his
own view or by the confession of such offenders respectively or by
the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses to the bridewell
or house of correction of such city or town there to be kept at hard
labour for any time not exceeding sixty days or until the next general
sessions of the peace to be holden in and for the city or county in
which such offenceoffense shall happen 20

the justice s manual like the statute in discussing disorderly
persons prosecutions speaks in the singular case as well a2
justice of the peace is authorized to commit to the bridewell and
the forms to be used that follow are all couched in first person
singular and provide for a singleasinglesingieatingle signature 21 conversely the forms
suggested by the manual to be used by courts of special sessions
speak in the plural and require three signatures 22 since the statute
limits the sentence to sixty days and speaks of the matter being tried
before him and since the neely bill shows no additional justices
listed under misdemeanor similar to their listing in the first case
itemized on the bill it follows that the joseph smith case was tried
by neely alone

in light of the above what is the meaning of the de zeng entry
notifying two justices I1 frankly do not know perhaps de zeng

confused this case with the earlier three justice court of special
sessions or perhaps neely first thought the joseph smith case
needed to be heard by three justices and later changed his mind in
any event the record is clear that no other justices are mentioned in
the joseph smith trial either in the neely bill or in the pearsall notes
or the purple account moreover there is no indication that a jury
trial was either requested or waived nor any fee billed for summon-
ing or swearing a jury

at the end of the marshall rendering of the pearsall notes the
neely bill of 2682.68268 imheemhein the joseph smith case is itemized as follows
costs warrant 19c complaint upon oath 25l2c2512c seven wit-

nesses 872c87v2c recognisances sic 25c mittimus 19c
recognisances of witnesses 75c subpoena 18c 2682.68268 51211121512323 there
is no hint in that itemization of a jury or additional justices

THE MEANING OF THE TERM recognizance

recognizance or recognize was used interchangeably with
examination or examine in the early 1800s in much the same
synonymous fashion as were the words warrant and mittimus to
recognize meant then and sometimes even today to try to examine
in order to determine the truth of a matter 24 on the other hand the
plural recognizances referred to types of bonds or undertakings or
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sometimes bail used by the courts of the time to guarantee atten-
dance at court at a later time or more frequently used by justices of
the peace to bond or recognize someone to keep the peace or to
maintain good behavior walters in his analysis of the trial relies
upon this meaning of the word but recognizance or recognize
meant to examine indeed other justice of the peace bills scru-
tinized by walters refer to recognizing two witnesses 0.50050050

meaning a fifty cent fee for examining two witnesses or recog-
nizing three witnesses 0.75075 111525

walters assumes that recognizance 25 on the neely itemi-
zation refers to the fee for an appearance bond by joseph smith
guaranteeing his coming to court and that recognisances of
witnesses 75c refers to the fee for putting three witnesses under
similar bond or recognizance to also appear at the future trial since
by Walwaiwalterswaiterstersss own reckoning the trial supposedly took place the very
next day the de zeng entry states attendance with prisoner two
days & I11 night there would be little need to bond witnesses for
twenty four hours and no opportunity for the prisoner to be rec-
ognizedognized in the bail sense of the word

it seems more reasonable to assume therefore that recogni-
zance in neelys bill refers to the fees for the examination of the
defendant and witnesses this is further corroborated by the
justices manual which specifies the forms of such recognizances
and requires that the accused and two sureties sign the same that a
transcript or summary of the testimony be reduced to writing and
that additional orders of transmittal to the next session of the court
of general session be executed 2621 no such bonds or recognizances
with additional signatures or at least the naming of co signing
sureties appear in the record

none of the reports hints that the proceeding against joseph
smith was a preliminary examination for a felony or other offense
beyond justice neelys jurisdiction and neelys bill fits a fact
situation suggesting he tried the matter himself therefore recog-
nizancenizance as used in the bill must mean examining the witnesses
and defendant rather than binding them over for a trial to be
conducted in a court of general sessions at a later time

THE TRIAL

walters reconstructs the trial in these terms

when joseph was arrested on the warrant issued by albertneely
he would have been brought before neely for a preliminary ex-
amination to determine whether he should be released as innocent of
the charges or if the evidence seemed sufficient brought to trial
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during the examination josephs statement would be taken prob-
ably not under oath and witnesses for and against the accused were
sworn and examined both before and during the examination joseph
remained under guard with constable de zeng in attendance with
prisoner two days & 1 night referring to the day of examination and
the day and night preceding since the evidence appeared sufficient
to show that smith was guilty as charged he was ordered held for
trial in such situations if the defendant could not post bail the justice
at his discretion could either order the arresting officer to continue to
keep the prisoner in his custody or he could commit him to jail on a
warrant of commitment for want of bail sometimes referred to as
a mittimus the latter appears to have been the fate ofyoung joseph
since de zengsbengs bill records 10 miles travel with mittimus to take
him and the wording should probably be completed by adding
to gaol shortly after this josephs bail was posted as the entry
recognizance 25 cents would indicate the material witnesses

three in this instance were meanwhile also put under recognizances
to appear at the forthcomingforth coming court of special sessions neelys
recognizances of witnesses 75 cents the court was summoned to

meet by justice neely through constable de zengsbengs notifying two
justices at this point the course of events becomes somewhat
difficult to trace mainly because we lack the other two justices bills
which might clarify the trial proceedings probably what happened
was that the court of special sessions found young smith guilty as
neely records but instead of imposing sentence since he was a
minorheminominorrhehe was designedly allowed to escape as the benton article
expresses it perhaps an off the record proposition was made giving
joseph the option of leaving the area shortly or face sentencing and
it would explain why no reference appears in the official record to the
sentencing of the prisoner another possibility of course is that
joseph jumped bail and when the court of special sessions met they
may have decided not to pursue the matter further hoping the youth
had learned his lesson dr purple in any event carried away the
impression that the prisoner was discharged and in a few weeks left
the town 112727

in this reconstruction walters assumes a number of unsup-
ported or unwarranted facts and procedures first he posits a
preliminary hearing andanda trial having taken place in two successive
days the first before justice neely and the second before neely and
two unnamed additionaljusticesadditional justices wehave already identified at least
five reasons to reject that possibility

1 the court of special sessions jurisdictional prerogatives
exceeded the sentence limit prescribed by the disorderly persons
statute suggesting that such cases were rather tried by single
justices of the peace

2 As noted above the disorderly persons statute speaks of a
trial in language of a single justice this is corroborated by the
language in the justice s manual prescribing the forms to be used
for example from the warrant form command you to take the said
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john stiles and him bring before me to be dealt with in the prem-
ises from the record of proceedings form the john stiles is
duly convicted before me the under named justice of the peace
from the commitment form whereas john stiles has been duly
convicted before me the under named justice of the peace 28 no
room in that language for a three justice court

3 both dr purple and whoever made the notes ultimately
delivered by miss pearsall to marshall and tuttle refer to one
hearing only and none of them suggests multiple justices sitting to
hear the matter nor is there any purported transcript or notes of a
second hearing

4 no additional justices of the peace are noted in the neely
bill opposite the joseph smith heading as they were in the first
assault and battery case

5 courts of special session were to try those cases coming
before them to a jury unless that right was waived by the accused
there is no hint in the bills notes or commentaries that a jury was
either empaneledpaneledem or waived

further there is no basis for waltersssalterssWalterss assumption that neely
found that since the evidence appeared sufficient to show that
smith was guilty as charged he was ordered held for trial or for
his assumption that recognizance 25 meant bail posted after
joseph was first jailed we have already discussed waltersssalterssWalterss
dubious equation of the recognizance to a bail bond posted after
delivery to jail to gaol the english spelling which walters
tacks on to de zengsbengs to take prisoner in a footnote walters
himself appears to abandon thatthatjailjailjalljali and bailballbali notion by noting that
the fee for constables to take prisoners to court was nineteen cents
and to take them to jail was twentyfivetwenty five cents constable de zeng
in this instance billed nineteen cents 29 it should here be observed
that the phrase to take then as now meant to arrest or to capture
hence to take prisoner could more probably mean the act of
arresting rather than transporting him somewhere especially since
no somewhere is mentioned

walters assumes that the three witnesses were first examined
and then put under recognizance to appear later at the supposed
second hearing but as we have noted if that theory were to be
reflected in justice neelys bill there would be a charge for
examining the witnesses and a charge for taking their bond to
appear at a future time for trial only one such charge of twentyfivetwenty five
cents for the defendant and seventy five cents for the three wit
nesses is listed also missing is any reference to the minimal bonds
or recognizance forms signed either by the witnesses or by wit
nesses and their sureties the far safer conclusion as I1 maintain is
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that recognizance as used in neelys bill means examining
defendant and witnesses

from this point on waltersssalterssWalterss reconstruction is all admit-
tedly supposition he admits the course of events becomes some-
what difficult to trace largely he speculates because the other
two justices bills are missing missing as we have shown above
because there were no other justices

notwithstanding waltersssalterssWalterss claim that the pearsall notes were
originally written by purple and his acknowledgment that purples
published account states that smith was discharged he nonethe-
less declares that joseph smith was probably found guilty as
neely records thereafter he continues the youth joseph was
at the time nine months from his twenty first birthday was either
designedly allowed to escape because of his youth or given an
off the record invitation to leave the county or he jumped bail

and when the three justices convened a special session court they
forgot the whole matter recognizance bonds and all hoping the boy
had learned his lesson this chain of unsupported hypotheses
stretches credulity further at every link 3010

THE STATUS OF THE PEARSALL AND PURPLE NOTES

what really happened what can we draw from the statutory
and case law the bills the admittedly incomplete and inconsistent
reports of the notetakersnotetakers and the even more inconsistent conclu-

sions of the commentators let us first resort to the justices
manual as a basis for judging the reliability of the pearsall and
purple notes and their pretensions at being official purple claimed
that justice neely was his friend and asked him to make notes of the
trial he also admitted telling the story repeatedly over the more
than forty years before he submitted his article to the chenangoChenango
union in may 1877 31 miss pearsall according to tuttle had torntom
her notes from her uncle albert neelys docket book 3231 how close
does either come to meeting the requirements of a transcript of
testimony required of a justice of the peace at that time

the statute provides that

in all cases where any conviction shall be had before any court of
special sessions in pursuance of the act hereby amended it shall be
the duty ofthejusticesthe justices holding such court of special sessions to make
a certificate of such conviction under their hands andsealsandany seatsseals in which
shall be briefly stated the offence conviction and judgment thereon
and the saidjusticessaidsald justices shall within forty days after such conviction had
cause such certificate to be filed in the office of the clerk of the county
in which the offender shall be convicted and such certificate under
the hands and seals ofsitchjusticesof such justices or any two of them and so filed
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or the exemplification thereof by such clerk under his seal of office
shall be good and legal evidence in any court in this state to prove the
facts contained in such certificate or exemplification 3313

the justices manual states that in implementing this statute

upon this judgment the court are required to make a certificate of the
conviction under their hands and seals in which shall be briefly
stated the offence conviction and judgment thereon and within 40
days thereafter cause this certificate to be filed in the office of the
clerk of the county

the manual then adds this significant language

before the passing of this act the record of conviction before a
court of special sessions was required to be drawn with much
particularity and precision to show not only the jurisdiction of the
court but also the regularity of their proceedings 34

in the margin are noted two new york supreme court cases
giving rise to the quoted paragraph they are powers against the
people and the people againstagainstmiller35miller both cases involved three
justice courts and because the record of the proceedings was not

with particularity and precision drawn when transmitted to the
appellate court both were quashed or dismissed the language of
the powers case however seems germane here because it is broad
enough to apply to single justice courts as well as to courts of
special sessions

it ought then to have appeared that she had not given bail after being
apprehended and that she had 48 hours to procure such bail laws
ofofnyodnyNY 24 sess c 70 s 11.11iili but the complaint was made on the loth
march and she was summoned to appear before the justices and did
appear and was tried on the same day it is a salutory rule with
respect to inferior courts that the cause of which they take cogni-
zance should appear to be within theirjurisdictiontheir jurisdiction these objections
are fatal and the conviction must therefore be quashed 36

the reference to the right to bail is in the statute prescribing duties
of individual justices of the peace as well as three justice courts

so if walters is correct and a court of special sessions
convened and the pearsall notes were the official trial record
as he maintains where is the certification under their hands and

seals wherein is briefly stated the offencefenceoffenseof conviction and judg
ment thereon the purple notes are equally lacking such certifica-
tion on the other hand if as I1 maintain justice neely alone tried
the matter and if a conviction resulted far more particularity would
have been needed in such notes demonstrating jurisdiction the
regularity of the proceedings the conviction and the sentence in
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either event the record of conviction would have needed to be filed
with the county clerk within forty days no such record has to date
been unearthed in the office of the clerk of chenangoChenango county

but what can be learned from the two accounts both suggest
that some sort of proceeding took place the pearsall account lists
peter bridgman as complainant the purple notes say the complain-
ants were josiah stowells sons both accounts begin with joseph
smith being examined purples account is a first person narrative
with observations interspersed the pearsall notes purport to be
summaries of testimony two witnesses josiah stowell and
jonathan thompson together with the accused are common to both
accounts purple adds joseph smith sr and pearsall adds horace
stowell arad stowell and a mr mcmaster as witnesses since the
neely itemization at the end of the pearsall account notes the
presence of the defendant and three witnesses we are left to
conjecture as to who testified besides joseph smith josiah stowell
and jonathan thompson 37

clearly then the purple and pearsall accounts do not pass
muster as reproductions of court transcripts of testimony more-
over there are several inconsistencies and discrepancies between
them Is there anything in them that might help clarify the charge of
disorderly person what were the elements of proof that justice
neely would have to find in order to rule joseph smith guilty

THE ELEMENTS OF THE CRIME

from the common law or accumulated case law as it
sometimes is called there are some fundamental elements required
in any criminal prosecution the case law is comprised of opinions
of appellate courts and one would not expect to find a large number
of disorderly person convictions reaching the supreme court of
new york or other appellate courts for that matter for the simple
reason that the class ofpeople charged with this offense are unlikely
to be able to pay for appeals even so cases of a related nature do
appear in the early new york casebooks called reports that do
shed some light on the subject

for example the 1810 case of people against babcock has
some relevance 38 in that case the accused obtained by false pre-
tenses from one rufus brown a release of an eighteen dollar
judgment on the representation that he would pay ten dollars cash
and give his promissory note for the remaining eight dollars having
received the release he absconded without paying the cash or
giving his note the trial court convicted him of the crime of
cheat the supreme court ofnew york reversed the conviction
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the court said

lord kenyon said that the case of theking v wheatley2bvirrwheatley 2 burr 1125
established the true boundary between frauds that were and those
that were not indictable at common law that case required such a
fraud as would affect the public such a deception that common
prudence and care were not sufficient to guard against it as the using
of false weights and measures or false tokens or where there was a
conspiracy to cheat 39

this case was repeatedly cited in later new york rulings and
stood for the proposition that private frauds were not criminally
indictable 040O that rule incidentally was expressly repeated in the
justice s manual

fraud is an offenceoffense at common law to constitute this offence
however the act done must effect the public and be such an act as
common prudence would not be sufficient to guard against as the
using of false weights and measures or false tokens or where there
has been a conspiracy to cheat 41

an earlier and equally often cited case people v C & L
sands establishes another principle 42 in this case the accused were
charged with being a nuisance for keeping fifty barrels of gunpow-
der in a certain building near the dwelling houses of diverse good
citizens and near a certain public street and also of transporting
10 casks of gunpowder through the streets of brooklyn in a cart
after conviction in the court below the defendants appealed the
supreme court reversed the decision and adopted the holding of an
english case that ruled a powder magazine was not itself a
nuisance but that to render it such there must be apparent danger
or mischief already done 43

another relevant principle is familiar to most judges and
attorneys under the latin phrase mens rea meaning criminal state
ofmind this principle is succinctly stated in thethejusticesjustices manual
also to constitute a crime against human laws there must be first
a vicious sic will and secondly an unlawful act consequent upon
such vicious will 44

applying the principles of the cases just cited then justice
neely was obliged to find that some public rather than private fraud
or harm had taken place that implicit in joseph smiths activities
there was either some apparent danger or mischief already done
and that the acts complained ofwere willful or done with a vicious
or criminal state of mind

with that measure what did the evidence show joseph smith
was reputed to be able to look into a stone and discover lost treasure
let us assume for arguments sake that this is close enough to come
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within the statutes reference to where lost or stolen goods maybemay be
found the pearsall notes state that

at palmyra he had frequently ascertained in that way where lost
property was of various kinds that he has occasionally been in the
habit of looking through this stone to find lost property for three
years but of late had pretty much given it up on account of its
injuring his health especially his eyes made them sore that he did
not solicit business of this kind and had always rather declined
having anything to do with this business 45

purple quotes no testimony directly but rather gives a lengthy recital
of how joseph obtained his stone he claims joseph exhibited the
stone to the court earlier in his narrative he alludes to josephs use
of the stone as a means of bilking stowell and others but it is far
from clear that those remarks pretend to be a summary of joseph
smiths testimony indeed purple separates them from his claimed
summary of testimony and makes them a sort of preamble 46

the pivotal testimony in my view was that ofofjosiahjosiah stowell
both accounts agree on the critical facts the pearsall account
states joseph had been employed by him stowell to work on
fannfarmfanu part of time that he positively knew that the prisoner could
tell and professed the art of seeing those valuable treasures through
the medium of said stone 1147111747 the purple account states

justice neely soberly looked at the witness and in a solemn dignified
voice said deacon stowell do I1 understand you as swearing before
god under the solemn oath you have taken that you believe the
prisoner can see by the aid of the stone fifty feet below the surface of
the earth as plainly as you can see what is on my table do I1 believe
it T says deacon stowell do I1 believe it no it is not a matter of
belief I1 positively know it to be true 48

from the array of the other witnesses there was no testimony
that any of them parted with any money or other thing of value to
joseph smith only josiah stowell did so and then for part time
work on his farm in addition to services rendered in pursuit of
treasure more to the point he emphatically denied that he had been
deceived or defrauded on the contrary he positively knew the
accused could discern the whereabouts of subterranean objects in
short only josiah stowell had any legal basis to complain and he
was not complaining hence purples concluding comment it is
hardly necessary to say that as the testimony of deacon stowell
could not be impeached the prisoner was discharged and in a few
weeks he left the town 49 indeed justice neely had no other choice

it could be argued that justice neely may well have had no
training in law and therefore that the precedents and principles I1
have advanced were not part of his training or experience even if
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that were so and all he had as a minimum were the statutes under
which the charge was tried together with the justices manual the
same result would have been mandated

As noted above the statute required the justice upon convic-
tion to commit the defendant to the bridewell or house of correccornec
tion of such city or town there to be kept at hard labour for any time
not exceeding sixty days or until the next general sessions of the
peace to be holden in and for the city or county in which such offenceoffense
shall happen and as also noted above such a sentencing would
have needed to be certified by judge neely and filed in the county
clerks office within forty days moreover neelys bill requesting
payment would have had an additional item under a heading of
warrant for commitment loo100louLOW1001.00 which is not there and

constable de zengsbengs bill for taking joseph tojailtomailto jailjalljali would have been
increased by twentyfivetwenty five cents there is additional statutory lan
guage following that last quoted that places a continuing duty on the
justice to discharge convicted disorderly persons from the house of
corrections earlier than the maximum sixty days so unless judge
neely did in fact discharge the prisoner he had a continuing
responsibility regarding him about which the record is silent
indeed an argument could be advanced that the absence ofthe many
formalities shows that justice neely knowing that he acquitted the
prisoner also knew that there was no need to formalize a record

against these strong indications that joseph must have been
acquitted there remains only the concluding statement of the
pearsall record and thereupon the court finds the defendant
guilty I1 believe this statement is an afterthought supplied by
whoever subsequently handled the notes and is not a reflection of
what occurred at the trial this view is buttressed by the curious fact
that all through the pearsall notes joseph smith is referred to only
as the prisoner then for the first time in this final sentence he is
called defendant 50

the foregoing considerations lead me to conclude that in 1826
joseph smith was indeed charged and tried for being a disorderly
person and that he was acquitted such a conclusion does nothing
to prove or disprove the claim that he was reputed to be a glass
looker it simply means that he was found guilty of no crime

while it is comparatively easy for any of us to be subjected to
labels and name calling and in fulfillment of prophecy joseph
smith received a remarkable quota of both it is quite another
thing to be convicted in a court of law even in the court of a justice
of the peace the evidence thus far available about the 1826 trial
before justice neely leads to the inescapable conclusion that joseph
smith was acquitted
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indeed perhaps oliver cowdery who was trained in the law
and practiced that profession from 1837 until his death in 1848 had
it just about right he wrote in 1835 while in that country some
very officious person complained ofhim as a disorderly person and
brought him before the authorities of the county but there being no
cause of action he was honorably acquitted 51
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ROBERT L MILLET ed joseph smith selected sermons and
writings new york paulist press 1989 266 ppap 249524.952495

reviewed by davis bitton professor of history at the university of utah

before looking at some details we should pause to celebrate
A respectedarespected series sources of american spirituality has included
the mormon prophet joseph smith readers and those who use
libraries possessing the series will now discover not only horace
bushnell elizabeth seton charles hodge henry alline josiah
royce and others all seen as possessing a genuine spirituality
but also joseph smith only someone from outer space unaware of
the mixture of ignorance contempt and amusement in the stock
treatment of joseph smith and his successors can fail to be
astounded both the editor of the series and the editor of the volume
should be congratulated

from the point of view of editorial standards a person could
quite possibly drop the ball when offering the supposed works of
joseph smith tempting but treacherous would be the procedure of
simply making selections from six of the volumes of the history of
the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints for on the face of
it this work is by the prophet himself A few hours with a felt tipped
pen would allow one to go through these pages turn the copy over
to a printer add a short introduction and publish the selected
passages under some such title as the journal of ofjosephjoseph not an
imaginary example

to his credit robert millet draws his selections either from
canonized scriptures or wherever possible from the exemplary
work of dean C jessee the personal writings of joseph smith
although acknowledgementknowledgementac is given I1 wish it had been more
lavish for in a sense the present work rides piggybackpiggyback on jessesjesseesJessees
painstaking project ofmany years and in spite ofwhat millet hopes
the average reader will not readily realize this works indebt-
edness 4 incidentally jesseesjessesJessees monumental work continues
personal writings has now been followed by volume one of the
papers of joseph smith readers scrupulous for every detail
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wishing to know which scribal hands wrote what and where
insertions were made will still wish to consult jessee for millet has
not reproduced the documents with total fidelity considering his
purpose I1 do not quarrel with the procedure

the selections included in the work under review fall into six
categories personal reflections letters semsermonsionslons revelations trans-
lations and prayers generally one must applaud the selections
given space limitations millet serves up a resplendent array of the
prophets production some of my own favorite passages are here
josephs reactions to new york city in 1832 the letters from
liberty jail now in dacd&c 121 123 the warm welcome of the
returning penitent william W phelps the wentworth letter and
even the letter to nancy rigdon on happiness is the object and
design of our existence 109

with sermons a bit of confusion arises the introductory
paragraph explains the background of the school of the prophets
where lectures were given As millet explains it appears that
joseph smith and perhaps some of the leaders of the church eg
signey sic rigdon william W phelps prepared seven theolog
icallecturesical lectures and this material came to be known as the lectures
on faith 115 it may be unimportant just who contributed what
or perhaps we will never know exactly but we are scarcely entitled
to such editorial comments as in the third lecture joseph ex
plainedplaided 128 1I would prefer to see a statement to the effect that
the lectures were very early attributed to joseph smith and that
even ifhe did not actually pen them he certainly approved of them
and thus they can be taken as statements of his views

after three numbered excerpts from the lectures on faith we
come to sermon number 4 the 1844 king follett discourse an
amalgamation prepared in 1983 by donald Q cannon and larry E
dahl from versions recorded by different scribes

in the section revelations are sixteen sections from the
doctrine and covenants in this order 11192546497619 25 46 49 76 83 87
89 91 93 137 110 132 verses 1 50 and 133 there is one
previously unpublished revelation from the collections of the
harold B lee library at brigham young university one might
regret the omission of other possibilities for example sections 20
5859 and 88 but in light of space limitations and the facts that the
liberty jail letters are included in the previous section and sections
65 and 109 appear under prayers the selection deserves high
marks it gives a very good idea of the prophets range versatility
and ability to tap into a source of inspiration beyond the ordinary

I1 am especially elated at the decision to include a section
entitled translations scholars working with such materials are
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familiar with the predictable catcallscatcalls from both sides from believ-
ers with a certain cast of mind comes the criticism that these are
translations thus not by joseph smith and therefore not properly
included in a selection ofhis writings from the other side comes the
jeer that these are by no means translations and therefore must be
excluded or somehow labeled as spurious to the credit of both
editors the decision was made to ignore such complaints decidedly
the wise thing to do for whatever the process all of the alleged
translations passed through the prophets mind the result isis one

of the richest sections of the book and one that should provide a
delightful surprise to those unfamiliar with joseph smith from the
book of mormon we read 1 nephi 1 and 111122 nephi 9 and 3 nephi
11 and 27 from the pearl of great price come moses I11 and 7 and
abraham I11 and 2 from the joseph smith translation we read
genesis 14 and 50 and matthew 7 and 24 also in the pearl of great
price others might choose differently but again I1 think we should
credit the editor with intelligent selection

the bibliography lists under latter day saint scriptures the
book of mormon doctrine and covenants bible and pearl of
great price each with a salt lake city publication date and holy
scriptures inspired version joseph smith translation with an
independence missouri publication date it would be helpful to the
novice we have to remember those who pick up a book like this
without any background at all to indicate at least the date of
original publication the remaining four pages of the bibliography
list historical and doctrinal sources the outside reader will be
introduced to many titles not generally known away from the
wasatch front I1 do have to wonder at the thinking that would
include ivan J barretts book on joseph smith but omit donna
hills since benjamin F johnsons letter to george A gibbs has
been published we do not need to refer only to a typescript in the
lee library william E mclellinsMcLellins 1877 letter apparently not
published should be given a more complete citation indicating its
archival location however some of these bibliographical details
turn up in footnotes

realizing the need of all readers especially those new to the
subject for some framework and for explanation of details millet
has provided an introduction and numbered endnotes for the indi-
vidual documents the notes are relatively few and generally do
about what they should

the fifty page introduction has its frustrations never is the
concept of spirituality brought into focus defined in such a way as
to connect it if only for comparison to the general christian or
panreligiouspanreligious concept the idealized reminiscences of the prophet
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compiled by hyrum and helen andrus most of them recorded
many years after thefactthe fact are cited without so much as a soupconsoupqon of
their reliability sometimes serving as documentation for the
thought of joseph smith are references not to the prophet himself
but to nineteenth and even twentieth century church leaders as
in joseph smith and his successors weevendeevenwe even encounter the practice
of referring to the prophet by his given name joseph jargon among
the saints which is obtrusive in this context and so on

but such peccadillospeccadilloespeccadillos should not obscure an important
achievement the introduction does introduce joseph smith by
discussing in straightforward fashionthefashion the following backgrounds
the religious climate beginningsjosephbeginnings Joseph smiths first vision the
expanding canon ziontheZion the quest for the city of god and coming
closest to the accepted understanding of spirituality joseph smith
and devotional life parley P pratts ringing proclamation of 1845
finishes the essay he has kindled a fire we will fan theflamethe flamefiame
55 remembering the useful references to books and articles in the

footnotes one must confess that this is not a bad achievement the
general reader unfamiliar with mormon history will learnleam a good
deal about joseph smith and mormonism

the general series editor john farina is dead right of course
when he observes that millets introduction and notes are without
the kind of critical distance that would facilitate an interpretation of
the writings of joseph smith 2 it is to farinas credit that he
recognizes the value of what is here works with so called critical
distance are already available and others will continue to appear
what this book does is more fundamental it provides a platform
from which joseph smith can makehismake his own statement and an
introduction showing how a disciple views him all too often
dismissive value judgments are pronounced without the basic
information here provided

to reiterate the publication of this work in a series that will
assure its dissemination is a major achievement all quibbles aside
the prophet joseph smith is here allowed to speak for himself he
was seldom allowed as much during his lifetime he would not I1

think expect anything more
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ROBERT L MILLET by grace are we saved salt lake city
bookcraft 1989 viii 128 ppap 9959.95995

reviewed by joseph B romney professor ofreligion and associate director of the
honors program at ricks college

few subjects are more significant than that addressed by this
book anyone who makes a serious attempt to deal with salvation
and grace is to be praised the preface introduction and closing
testimony clearly express the authors appreciation for our lord
and for what he has done for mankind 3 and declare that because
of him our minds are at peace our souls may rest 111 these
quotations provide the theme of the book

the introduction describes an unsettling encounter between
the author and a young lady who failed to appreciate the role of the
savior in the process of repentance in that encounter millet tried
to make her understand the significance of christ in her quest for
salvation the book seems to be an extension of the series of
interviews with her and is best understood as the authors personal
testimony that the grace of christ is an essential component of our
eternal progress

the first four chapters emphasiemphasizeemphasisze the necessity of grace
salvation is free and grace isis required because all have sinned so we
must rely wholly upon the merits of christ and acknowledge his
hand in all things chapters 5566 and 7 indicate that we must do our
share in this process through repenting thus allowing our progress
from grace to grace a process that can then lead to justification and
sanctification chapter 8 asserts that a balance is required between
grace and works the four closing chapters indicate that if we do our
part and are blessed with the grace of christ we will receive the
desires of our hearts perfection is possible when we draw strength
from christ and joy will be the result

the author frequently cites and quotes at length from the
standard works as well as from both LDS and non LDS writers the
book includes a bibliography and index in addition to its I1111iiiliiI1 I1 pages
of text

millet indicates that many latter day saints to whom this
book is principally addressed and others outside of the church fail
to understand grace and works he writes that latter day saints
often reach conclusions that not only are unnecessary and theo
logically misleading but also are potentially damaging to our
spiritual wellbeingwell being vii and that others are confused and uncer
tain regarding the latter day saints view of jesus christ and the
work of redemption 61 1I believe this assessment is accurate
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because this misunderstanding exists and the concepts of
salvation and grace have received so much attention both within and
without the church a successful treatment of them requires especial
clarity millets approach appears to be to reach the desired appre-
ciation of christ and personal peace after understanding the relevant
doctrines the authors personal testimony emerges throughout the
book most expressly in A note of testimony that concludes the
work unfortunately however the teachings involved are not
presented in sufficient clarity to provide a sound doctrinal under-
standing upon which one can build his or her own personal testi-
mony put another way that the author has a firm testimony of the
necessity of the grace of christ is beyond doubt that the text
provides the basis for a similar testimony for others is doubtful

in the first place the broad organization of the book which I1

reconstructed earlier in this review is not readily apparent from the
book itself while the eighth chapter proclaims the essential balance
between grace and works the first chapter announces categorically
salvation is free and in the first two paragraphs asserts that

41 salvation which is exaltation which is eternal life is free 7 and
that free salvation is salvation by grace 8 on the next page
millet quotes bruce R mcconkie saying that salvation comes by
grace without works 9 taken at their face value these statements
are inconsistent with the assertions in chapter 8 and elsewhere if a
balance is required it is not clear as the book begins

these first pages present another difficulty that crops up
throughout the text when a point is being made the text or
supporting material often says things that do not substantiate the
point or at least confuse the issue for example the sentence that
claims that salvation is free freely available freely to be found
continues by those who seek and inquire and obey 8 the
necessity of works is thus inserted in the midst of a section making
the point that salvation is by grace without works 9 and in a
section emphasizing the nothingness of man that man has no
power to transform a fallen soul 16 millet quotes passages
indicating that one must stand steadfastly in the faith and walk
uprightly 18 the competing claims are not irreconcilable but
the text does not adequately help us make a reconciliation

since grace is an essential concept what is meant by it
should receive precise attention if it is a word describing a single
concept that should be explained or if it encompasses several
concepts they should be described and related but the book
contains at least six diverse statements that appear to be definitions
of grace on pages 4487274941001058 72 74 94 100loo 105 and numerous uses of
the term in contexts where the sense in which it is being used is
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unclear it is not that the various usages are inherently inconsistent
only that the reader is left to make the necessary synthesis without
clear guidance from the author

closely related to this problem is the challenge presented in
explaining and relating many other doctrines and words connected
to salvation and grace the book does devote a chapter each to
justification and sanctification albeit with some of the limitations
I1 am describing doctrines of the fall and atonement and words
such as wholly free and alone need attention similar to that given
to the word perfection where finite and infinite perfection are
distinguished 848684 86 and to the phrase necessary and sufficient
conditions 70 this latter distinction found in the chapter on
the essential balance is at the heart of what is being discussed

in the book and could well serve as the logical framework for the
entire work but although this analytical tool is appropriately
introduced it is not adequately developed or broadly applied

the way in which authoritative and illustrative material is
used also causes difficulty A major problem is created by the use
ofofnonoftonnon LDS sources including C S lewis john macarthur leon
morris and paul tillich if these writers are a source of doctrine
some effort should be made to establish their credibility the notion
that god may inspire people of all creeds throughout the world is
introduced to indicate that the divine role should be acknowledged
in all things 27 and later to show that we should not be surprised
to find meaningful truths elsewhere in the religious world 63 but
in both cases no direct application is made to the non LDS sources
used in the book moreover any such sources should comport with
basic LDS doctrine for example although citing C S lewis is
quite in vogue these days I1 am not certain his orthodoxy is
necessarily our orthodoxy consider for example his claim that
we now need gods help in order to do something which god in

his own nature never does at all to surrender to suffer to
submit to die but supposing god became a man suppose our
human nature which can suffer and die was amalgamated with
gods nature in one person then that person could help us 36

there are also problems with the use of citations and quota-
tions first the fonnform of citations is inconsistent express permission
to use is cited for some sources and not others fullfallfuli citations are not
always given in first entries and subsequent references are not
uniformly treated second the author quotes from his own earlier
works in one case with inadequate citation to what was his and what
was quoted in the earlier writing 105 the whole process of an
author quoting himself seems to me to be somewhat presumptuous
I1 see the model ofelder mcconkie who started his doctrinal library
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with the teachings of president joseph fielding smith as a foundadounda
tion but in millets case the foundation is not laid on a recognized
doctrinal authority third the excessive use of quotation entangled
with commentary often makes it difficult to follow the intended
thought especially when the quoted material includes extraneous
information as I1 havebave mentioned

the internal consistency of the discussion is damaged by
failure to correlate a subject when it appears several times in the text
the same subject may well apply to various topics but the text often
indicates no awareness that the subject has been previously treated
sometimes with the same apparent purpose for example the
concept that we can retain a remission of sins from day to day
appears in a discussion that all have sinned 171817 18 in a discussion
of justification 46 and in relation to singing a song of redeeming
love 106 each time the same scriptural source is used but the
teaching is presented as if it were being newly introduced to the
reader in another case the teaching that we must not unduly focus
upon ourselves seems to be the theme of both chapters 4 and 11

in summary then millets book reflects a strong personal
testimony by a devoted disciple of christ that the savior plays an
indispensable role in our eternal progress it engenders in the reader
a feeling of love for christ and provides a strong reminder that we
must look to him as a necessary condition of our salvation parts of
the text are helpful for doctrinal understanding but it fails to present
the pertinent teachings in sufficient clarity to be of significant
general value

PARIS ANDERSON waitingwaitingforporfor the flash oremoremutahutah SSccotlinotlin
1988 133 ppap 7957.95795 paperback

reviewed by gladys C farmerfanner an english instructor at brigham young university

waitingorwaitingforWaiting fornoryoror the flash a novella by paris anderson is a ma-
ture engaging look at the LDS mission experience the story is told
through the eyes of elder ron say a twenty year old tough guy
calledtocalledcallettocalled to serve in the mexico torreonton eon mission

the format of the book daily journal entries is an
approach that wouldnt work for most missionary stories the
ordinary mission primarily contains dull routine days punctuated
only occasionally by memorable highs and lows the journal
format works well here though for three reasons first elder say
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is not20 a typical missionary he abounds in paradoxes tough yet
gentle sweet yet crude insightful yet confused a arepentantrepentant sinner
yet one who cancant9 t forgive himself a genuinely christian person yet
one who cant become the idealized straight mormon missionary
second the settings cover three distinct areas each containing
vivid astute observations and social commentary the missionary
training center in provo the california los angeles mission
where the missionaries wait for their visas and the mexico

torreon mission finally elder says mission gets shortened by
eight months because of medical problems one doesnt have to
read730journalread 730journal entries in fact the least absorbing parts of the book
are those few weeks when elder say is at peace with himself and his
companions and when several investigators are responding well to
their message although many investigators are mentioned the
reader never gets to know these people well enough to become
emotionally involved with them because the focus of this book is
elder say

despite this one dimensional approach waitingwaltingwaitingforforjor the flash
is remarkably compelling in fact I1 enjoyedienjoyed it as much as any
literary piece I1 have read describing the mormon missionary
experience I1 enjoyed its frequent sometimes raucous humor and
appreciated its insights and honesty the hurt the pain the intro-
spectionspection the hope the faith the growth and the implied judgments
of the system are real and important to understand

in his prefatory note anderson comments that he wrote this
book with the hope of helping readers understand themselves and
the foe missionaries face iii I1 had to ask myself what is that
foe im not sure but as delineated in the book it could be either
external or internal forces it could be the missionary system itself
the seriousness of the charge to preach the gospel to every nation
kindred tongue and people has created a mind set and a regimen-
tation that causes incredible pressure frustration and guilt for any
free spirits who come to devote two years of their lives to the

cause this predicament is vividly characterized in the difficulties
of elder say and his friends who struggle through the MTC
unwittingly breaking rules I1 never even knew existed and who
long to go somewhere where I1 couldnt get in trouble for every-
thing I1 do 20 once elder say leaves the MTC he is genuinely
surprised to find that his first nonconformist companion is still
one of the top baptizers in the mission and marvels that one can have
fun and still have success but such moments of feeling that ititss OK
to be human are quickly negated by the comments and actions of
later more rigid senior companions and mission leaders who make
him feel incompetent and weak 43
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A second foe could be the self righteousness and lack of
compassion of those involved in the system at the time of his
mental breakdown elder say is fortunate to be with a kind older
companion who is also an experienced social worker but even this
elder doesnt see and appreciate elder says valor until he takes the
liberty to read elder says journal

after his healing and the arrival of his visa elder say finally
has the opportunity to proselyte where he had received his call one
day in gomez mexico elder say and a native companion have a
vivid experience of feeling the presence of satan in one of their
tractingtrading areas with great soberness elder say reflects on the
significance of missionary work and begins to understand the
intensity of his teachers at the MTC and the driving dedication of a
few of the missionaries he cannot though and rightfully so
equate this passion with the power hunger and unkindness he sees
in many of the missionaries this book gives a penetrating commen-
tary on missionaries giddy with their authority 13 who treat
fellow missionaries and contacts alike with a sense of superiority

another foe might be the insecurity or impotence in the
missionary himself whether caused by sin unresolved conflicts
lack of faith or simply social and emotional deficiencies common
to youth many missionaries feeling the heavy weight of their
responsibility try earnestly to get in touch with themselves and the
spirit such intense introspection sometimes leaves them as it does
elder say feeling unworthy of gods grace

an overwhelming message ofmormonism is by their works ye
shall know them and success in the mission field is usually measured
by numbers it is thus difficult for struggling missionaries like elder
say to understand that our saviors love is unconditional that we are
sufficient just as we are that our love and faith are more important to
god than what we have achieved this truth is one of the important
messages of waltingwaitingwaitingforporfor the flash and one that applies to more than
missionaries I1 fear though that this book may not reach the
audience it merits in fact it has the potential of offending many
those who have never served a mission or heard one described in
such honest terms those too far from the experience to remember
the pain involved and those who are too caught up in looking
good to see the genuineness and value in those who are struggling

the mission ranks and the church are full of the likes of
elder say human people trying to mature repentant sinners
trying to stay straight guilt laden people trying to accept the
message they are teaching their actions often belie a genuine love
of god and an intense personal struggle to find and serve him
anderson skillfully and touchingly reminds us of that truth for this
reason alone waitingorwaitingforWaitingwalting fornorporor the flash ought to be read and pondered
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EUGENE ENGLAND and DENNIS CLARK eds harvest
contemporary mormon poems salt lake city signature books
1989 316 ppap 149514.951495 paperback

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and chair of the american
studies program at brigham young university

for the latter day saint who keeps one eye peeled for the
millennium and the other fixed on the encroachmentsencroachments of babylon
the publication ofofharvestharvest contemporary mormon poems is both
a satisfaction and a consternation a satisfying confirmation that
many middle aged latter day saint poets are beginning to harvest
a literature commensurate with theirthen vision of the restoration and
at least as good as the writing of their gentile counterparts and a
consternation a storm warning that at least some younger mor-
mon poets while achieving significantly as artists seem to have
replaced their arimurim and thummimsThummims with self reflecting spectacles
that essentially make these artists no different from other contem-
porary poets harvest is nonetheless a significant gleaning and
harbinger the happy result of editorial collaboration of two ac-
complishedcomplis hed LDS poets and scholars A respectable but bifurcated
two toned book harvest gleans the best from fifty eight poets
including five respected gentiles and ex mormonscormons friends and
relations whose inclusion underscores the comparatively
remarkable accomplishment of latter day saint poets

the poets included in the first half of the book speak deeply
often movingly in a variety of voices and visions about life as
experienced by men and women deeply rooted in mormon soil a
mormon though not institutional poetry the other half of the
book speaks also movingly and with similar variety and poetic
skill about human life rooted in a universal soil many of these later
poems could have been written anywhere in western culture and
raise the question why are they included in a collection of mormonofmormon

poems as opposed to a volume of poems by mormonscormonsMormons the differ-
ence is significant for the future of mormon literature and the future
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

eugene england primarily responsible for the selection of
poems written by poets bomborn between 1901 and 1939 called
collectively the new tradition notes in his editors comment
that contemporary LDS poets

are generally university trained and therefore interested in
formal skill and experimentation yet like their mormon
predecessors they care deeply about ideas and values even some
extremely specific ones that they claim to know through religious
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experience and they act with energy to communicate those ideas in
confidence that they will be understood at least by fellow mormonscormons
285

england rightly asserts at least about the poets bomborn prior to 1939
that contemporary mormon poets demonstrate an unusually
healthy integration of skillful form with significant content 286
and praises clinton F larson as the planter who cultivated a poetry
that was both mormon and honestly reflective of personal feel-

ings 287 thanks to larsons liberating influence says england
mormon poets have written and continue to write in a diversity of
voices but all of them in their own way mormon 288

england makes no attempt to replow mormon literary history
and begins his selection with three decidedly mormon poems by
helen candland stark including winds world war 11II pub-
lished in the improvement era in 1943 with the inclusion of stark
and veneta leatham nielsen the editors thus represent and omit
such poets of the reliefreileRelicrelicsocietysociety magazine school as alice morrey
bailey christie lund coles vesta pierce crawford zara sabin
and ezra T poulsen poets who often wrote well variously
resisting their readers demands for more message than the post
T S eliot literary world finds comfortable uncompromisingly
new critical and blessedly non postpoststructuralstructural englandsglandsEn selec-
tions like his vision of the universe are whole and absolute with
beginnings middles and ends though he avoids inclusion ofany
humorous poetry such poems are admittedly sparse but there are
some good ones or any of the late elder S dilworth youngs
roughshod and decidedly non new tradition gems nor does he
include even one section ofaofA certain testimony R paul cracroftsCracrofts
impressive contribution to mormon letters via the epic a form
into which elder orson F whitney and alfred osmond had
ventured earlier but with considerably less success for these
omissions the compilers will have to answer to a higher editor

nevertheless the selection is rich and admirably inclusive
the best are there from arthur henry king marden J clarkdarkoark
edward L hart iris parker conycorry and clinton F larson to emma
lou thayne john S harris donnell hunter marilyn mcmeen
brown vernice wineera pere carol lynn pearson and sally T
taylor the first half of the volume is replete with well crafted and
mormon poems reflecting the vision of men and women who have
in various ways looked intensely at the world through the eyes of
the spirit and attempted with consummate skill to communicate
the ineffable

typical of such efforts is the moving my kinsman by
eugene england who apologizes needlessly for including his own
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verse and clarksdarksmarks in a harvest that his efforts as founding editor of
dialogue did so much to prosper which describes a father young
son by his side kneeling amidst his southern idaho crop and crying
to the lord

thou art the prince who holds my heart
and gives my body power to make
the fruit is thine this wheat this boy
protect the yield that we may live

and fear thrilled me on that hushed ground
so that I1 grew beyond the wheat
and watched my father take his hold
on what endures behind the veil

78 79

reflecting the faith of a believing people then most of the
poems of the new tradition center as a latter day saint artists
stewardship should in a deep felt awareness of mankindsmankinds indebt-
edness to the redemption freely proffered by christ and ofthepowerthe power
god has granted his children to sanctify themselves by overcoming
the world in such a reality latter day saints live move and have
their being it is their meat and drink and it is this covenant theology
that has moved saints from 1830 to the present to flee babylon
sacrifice the world and cross the spiritual plains to zion forging
enroute an evolving latter day mythos that becomes the soil not
merely a sprayedsprayedoned on nutrient for the latter day saint poet

in replowing the mormon christian myth in the soil that
nourished them mormon artists use poetry as what brewster
ghiselin calls an instrument of knowledgeknowledge5151 to confront and
render the world if they are honest they cannot write otherwise
aware of the charge to plumb microcosmic truths for macrocosmic
truths the mormon poet probes the symbolic in the startling
language and images of poetry creating disciplined crafted po-
ems that outdo the worldly poets while expressing the innateness
and immediacy of the divine As elouise bell concludes in this
do in remembrance of me every symbol has two halves but
to us falls the matching 95

A far different purpose seems to inform the selections of the
second halfof the volume made primarily by dennis clarkdarkoark from the
works of monmormonmonnonnon poets bomborn after 1939 a selection he entitles
new directions in his editors comment clarkdarkmark explains his

theoretical differences with coeditor england differences at least
partially responsible for the clearcutclear cut tonal bifurcation of the
volume addressing the tired head in sand question Is there a
mormon poetry instead of the more pertinent question what is
a mormon poem clarkdarkoark poses another question Is there a
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mormon audience for poetry 289 then he reveals his own
rooting in the humus of recondite and not very fertile structur-
alism he evokes the neuroanatomical arguments of frederick
turner and ernst poppelpoppei and the work on syntactical subordination
by noam chomsky by claiming that the audience of a poem
determines to a greater extent than its author what a apoempoemapremmeans
292911 clarksdarks italics most important to such audiences he insists

is not the irrelevant message of the poem but its sounds thus he
insists with more than a touch ofdogmatism the only criterion of
less value to me than subject matter in determining the quality of a
poem is message and the two are wed 292911 the result of clarksdarksnarks
standpoint is the confession in a book subtitled contemporary
mormon poems that not all of the poems he has selected are
related to mormon experience 290

in fact the poems clarkdarkmark has selected as representative of new
directions in mormon poetry some of them I1 would suspect over
englandsglandsEn raised eyebrows seem to spring less from the spiritual
and mythic roots of mormonism than from the self fascination of
much contemporary poetry thus we read deeply moved mar-
garet rampton munks universally appealing well honed lines as
she unblinkingly charts her course toward death from cancer but
they are certainly not a mormon response to life and death neither
is kathy evanss beautiful revery midnight reassembled
rooted in the mormon ethos in any way that I1 can discern

somewhere out there
in the immensity of night
a swan glides across
the surface of its own image
wings touching wings on the water
we touch the world this way

172

indeed we find only occasionally among the poets bom after
1939 that distinctively latter day saint voice the sensibilitythesensibility of the
believing poet whether it is because clarkdarkmark has privileged the
poems because of their sound or because they reflect a faltering
spiritual vision among younger mormon poets these poems are
testimonials to how the educated modem mormon poet has assimi-
lated the secular culture and modes of poetry repressing and
replacing soaring spirituality with earth bound humanism

fortunately there are notable exceptions making it possible
to hope that clarksdarksnarks criteria for selection may have distorted the
representativeness of the poems selected linda sillitoe for ex-
ample is represented not only by several decidedly non LDS
poems but also by song of creation lovely feminist lines about
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the mother and the father sharing in the creation of the world and
by letter to a four year old daughter about a childs discovery of
the martyrdom of joseph smith and there is rich spiritual depth in
randall L halls passover A mirrored epiphany in which the
christ on the cross suddenly realizes a truth that took his breath

stunned him suddenly with knowledge that the blood once
painted on the lintelslinkels and the door posts was his own 181833 we
are similarly moved by colin B douglass sweet canticlescanticles take
eat and his adoni cover me with thy robe by the back
handed evocation ofofmormonnessmormonnessMormonness in karen marguerite moloneysMoloneys
refreshing the truant officer recalls sweet maggie about an
ex wife whose mormon perfections intimidate her puzzled gentile
husband by bruce W jorgensensjorgensennJorgen sens quatrain weight of glory
and his moving folk ballad about joseph smith the light come
down all of these speak humanly from spiritual roots but more
typical of these poets when they begin to approach mormon
subjects is lance larsenslamsensLarsens passing the sacrament at eastgate
nursing home a portrayal of routine and sterile aaronic priest-
hood service in which the sacred ritual never rises beyond the
bikini splendor of the hunsaker twins or the lady in 243 who

wore her breasts at her waist 237 there is no hint of transcentranscendtranscen
dence or greening spirituality it is a competent earth bound non
mormon poem

despite or perhaps because of the questions this volume
raises about the nature of contemporary mormon poetry as a spiritual
thermometer of a people harvest should lie dog eared on every
reading mormonscormonsMormons nightstandnightstand virtually all of the poems would
compare favorably with anyones selection of modem poems many
of them go beyond to reveal a balance of spiritual vision and
painstaking craftsmanship that portrays an admirable present literary
reality and the promise of a distinctive distinguished andmormon art
in which faithful stewards of the word achieve an artistry based in
vision and achieve vision through artistry 1 as bruce W jorgensen
has written while we fulfill our innate godhood through the discipline
of experience 2

NOTES

brewster ghiselin foreword to modern poetry offesternoffofwesternestern america eds clinton F larson and
william stafford provo utah brigham young university press 1975 xvii

bruce W jorgensen imperceptive hands some recent mormon verse dialogue 5 winter
1970 34 italics in original
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EMMA LOU THAYNE asforAs porfor me and my house salt lake city
bookcraft 1989 xii 115 ppap 8958958.95

reviewed by lowell L bennion retired formerly director of the salt lake LDS
institute of religion associate dean of students and professor of sociology at the
university of utah and executive director of the community services council

A more accurate title for this interesting book would be its
subtitle meditations on living and loving the primary emphasis
is not on the house or housekeeping but on the people who lived in
the house and on their relationships

emma lous mother grace richards warnerwamer was a meticulous
housekeeper who trained her only daughter well and without a distaste
for cleaning dusting and washing housekeeping in fact has been a
pleasure to the author throughout the years but not a major preoccu-
pation she learned from her mother to do things well to clean up the
kitchen as she prepared dinner to drop everything to meet a crisis in
the house and to do the dishes after the party no matter what the hour
or state of fatigue

the reader will not find in this book any systematic guides to
housekeeping or homemaking the book is a collection of sixteen
short essays on living that grew out of family experience they are
stimulating authentic bomborn of reflection on what is important in
life references to the house are there to illustrate human values

the author enjoyed a happy family life as a child she loved
her mother and grandmother richards who lived with the warners
for fifteen years A great lover ofbooks her grandmother stimulated
emma lous interest in reading and writing as well as developed a
warm relationship her father homer pug warnerwamer loved sports
coached basketball and promoted sports in schools and in the
church he was a happy person and created a very positive view of
life emma lou had three brothers with whom she has maintained
pleasant and meaningful relationships through the years growing
up with her father and brothers she developed a keen interest and
participation in sports particularly in tennis and skiing because of
these warm family relationships she gladly helped her mother meet
the tangible needs of the male members of the family

in her book we see how she has coped with life how she has
responded to its joys and tragedies her reporting is not didactic
logical or moralizingmoralizing instead she relates her experience and leaves
it to the reader to evaluate and draw conclusions she draws a vivid
picture of how one thoughtful sensitive person views and shapes
the human scene

emma lou and her husband mel thayne had five daughters to
whom they were devoted when the youngest was in school full time
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emma lou fulfilled a dream and a plan by returning to the university
of utah to study creative writing but she has maintained a close
relationship with her daughters by cultivating traditions every
thursday she has met with those in town for lunch every year she
and they have gone away somewhere for four or five days away
from husbands and children to renew their relationship with each
other our author has developed a similar tradition with her grand-
children on his or her birthday grandma has a date with each one
goes shopping buys an unusual present and develops rapport

relationships come first with emma lou they reach through
the family to friends and to people everywhere on a tour in russia
she made friends with a russian teacher ofenglish and arranged for
her to come to the university of utah stay in their home and
experience american hospitality in her forties emma lou decided
ultimately the thing I1 really have to give is a happy person not as

a mood but as a mode to make me someone eligible for someone
elsesalses wanting to be with or hear from 46

while lying in the hospital for thirty one days after a back
operation unable to read or write or think clearly she discovered
one value that had been missing in her life a persons need for
privacy solitude time for meditation it had been absent from the
rich life of work and love which she enjoyed with mel and the girls
she talked things over with her family and they agreed that she
should take wednesday day and evening for herself leave home do
as she pleased and leave her husband and daughters to themselves
this arrangement was not easy to carry out but gave balance to her
life she studied creative writing and began as never before to write
creatively without neglecting her family but with new insights to
share as a student along with her daughters she found life became
even more exciting between her study her wednesday evenings
alone and her love at home she became the happy vibrant person
she is and has been for a long time

asformeAsporfor me andmyhouseandmyanday house is the unique account ofa person who
has learned to accept herself to rejoice in countless experiences of
life even difficult and tragic ones to write vividly and originally
and to savor her relations with family friends and humankind it
illustrates how a person can live a full intellectual and public life
without sacrificing loving relations at home her book I1 commend
to fathers and mothers and anyone who would like to review his or
her own life anew
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rain insisted at the edges of the cloth flapping
at the hungry ribs the trail passed through the swollen
wagon howling at its exit like a half bomborn child
wet brown calico glued the woman
to the wooden seat her neck a blue vase
thin delft her baby was a troubled poem
sleeping on the floor she felt like rain she was
becoming drops of water the drops were streaming
through her flesh oxen held the water
on contracting backs she felt the left front
wheel slip on wet rock shed seen
glistening ahead the left rear hoof
of the left ox slipped on the rounded edge
of the rock and his haunches dropped as the hoof scraped
down the glinting surface the baby cried

in this space there are no words
only wind and rain and edges
an infinity of edges of planes
that overlap and slide across each other
they are the color of the desert

and then the world stopped
the rocks beneath the wheels softened then disappeared
the wagon became a boat on smooth water
As the falling ox floated up then forward

she felt her milk come in
felt the hard fullness contract
felt the milk mix with rainwater
in the fabric of her brown dress
the rain running through her slowed then stopped
As her flesh came together

she drug her wet skirt over the seat
into the back of the wagon
she unbuttoned the backwards dress
and the baby climbed into her lap
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the night before theyd stopped the wagons early
shed unyoked the oxen washed clothes
and eaten breakfast biscuits
she and the baby had gone to bed in the wagon box
while hunched clouds simmered in the west
now morning light rubbed their fretted surface
fabric on a washboard
yellow clover newer for the rain
fed on ground assumed by other wheels
she held the baby on her lap
and pulled the smooth black shoe
she hooked the five buttons
the babysbabas flesh crowning
the top of the shoe at the final closure
they stood
she had never felt so tall
not even the mountains were taller

kathryn R ashworth
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announcement AND CALL FOR PAPERS

the department of psychology at brigham young university
announces the establishment of the hardy lectureship in LDS
perspectives and the behavioral sciences it invites papers to be
submitted for the first lectureship to be given october 161619901990 the
lectureship is designed

1 to promote scholarly efforts to shed light on harmonies
between the teachings of the restored gospel and the
research findings or perspectives of the behavioral sci-
ences especially psychology

2 to report on the use of methods and concepts from the
behavioral sciences as a tool to further the mission of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

3 to explore the implications of gospel truths about hu-
mankind for understanding and ameliorating the human
condition and human life

the endowment of the lectureship is provided by kenneth and mary
hardy it is rooted in the faith that there is a set of truths about
humankind represented in the gospel only partially understood at
present that the behavioral sciences also gradually approach some
of those same truths and that ultimately there will be a rapproche-
ment between the two sets of concepts leading to a unified under-
standing of the truth the lectureship seeks to facilitate the process
toward that rapprochement

the awards committee solicits papers which would serve as the
basis for the lecture the deadline for submission of such papers is
september 1119901990 announcement of the lecturer will be given by
september 15 1990 for whom there will be an honorarium

papers should be submitted to

the chairman department of psychology brigham young
university 1001 SWKT provo utah 84602 801 378-
4287 who will also answer inquiries about the lectureship
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